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Abstract
Recently, Wireless Local-Area Networks (WLANs) have become prevailing around the world due
to the cost-effective, and flexible Internet access solution using wireless communications between
user hosts and access points (APs). For hosts in WLAN, typically personal computers (PCs) or
other Wi-Fi devices such as smart phones or tablets are used. These hosts are usually located at
fixed positions in indoor environments that may consist of several rooms for offices, laboratories,
or classrooms in a company or a university, because users are using them on tables while sitting
on chairs. Multiple APs are often installed in the network field, which may cause the poor per-
formance due to interferences among them. Besides, the number of communicating hosts may
fluctuate with time of a day or a week. The network configuration of WLAN should be properly
adapted to these changes.
Previously, we have studied the elastic WLAN system and proposed the active AP configuration
algorithm as a solution to the aforementioned problem. This algorithm optimizes the network
configuration of WLAN by dynamically activating/deactivating APs, assigning the channels to the
active APs, and changing the host associations, depending on the network situation. Unfortunately,
the current active AP configuration algorithm assumes the single-input-single-output (SISO) link
with a single antenna for any host. Nowadays, the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) link
with multiple antennas has become popular as the faster communication technology in commercial
AP devices and high-class PC models.
Under current situations, a lot of commercial APs have adopted MIMO, and only the limited
number of hosts can use MIMO due to the cost reason. In this study, a host adopting MIMO is
referred to as a MIMO host, and a host with only SISO is as a SISO host for convenience. Then,
the proper location of the limited MIMO hosts in the network field becomes critical to improve the
communication performance by utilizing the potential ability of MIMO communications. At the
same time, the accurate throughput estimation of a MIMO/SISO link also becomes important in
this MIMO host location optimization.
In this thesis, first, to study the throughput estimation model, we present throughput measure-
ment results of WLAN under various conditions both in indoor and outdoor environments. In these
measurements, we adopt commercial dedicated APs and software APs using Raspberry Pi for APs,
and PCs with IEEE 802.11nMIMO and SISO links for user hosts. Here, we consider both cases: 1)
a single host communicates with an AP at a time, and 2) multiple hosts communicate with a single
AP at a time (concurrent communications). The results show that RSS (Receive Signal Strength)
and the throughput of a host is strongly affected by the type of the AP or PC, the link distances, and
the network environment. Then, based on throughput measurement results, we extend the previous
throughput estimation model, particularly to consider the concurrent communications of multiple
hosts. The comparisons of the estimated throughput and the measured one support the correctness
of our proposal.
i
Next, we present the extension of the active AP configuration algorithm to optimize theMIMO
host location for the elastic WLAN system by considering the effects in concurrent communica-
tion. In this extension, the MIMO host locations are optimized by repeatedly swapping the location
of a SISO host and that of a MIMO host for fixed times, if the result satisfies the constraints for
the network and improve the total throughput performance. The effectiveness of this proposal has
been verified through simulations in two network topologies using the WIMNET simulator and
simple testbed experiments.
In future studies, we will consider further enhancements to the throughput estimation model
and the MIMO host location optimization, particularly in dynamic environments where a host is
randomly joining to or leaving from the network. We will also study the implementation of the
proposal in the elastic WLAN system, and evaluate the performance in various practical scenarios.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Recently, the Internet has played an essential role in making our daily life easy and convenient.
People can easily communicate with each other, and access various information and services elec-
tronically over the Internet. This massive progress of the Internet utilization in life causes huge
demands of high speed, cost-effective and flexible Internet access services at various places around
the world [1].
A common solution is the use of the IEEE 802.11n wireless local-area network (WLAN). In
WLAN, a variety of access points (APs), mobile terminals, and desktop/laptop personal computers
(PCs) are available with the strength of higher data rates and ranges, and the backward compatibil-
ity to the earlier IEEE 802.11a/b/g protocols [2]. IEEE 802.11n adopts several new technologies
such as the Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), the channel bonding, the frame aggregation,
and the block acknowledgment (ACK) mechanism to meet the demands for faster data transmis-
sions [3].
The Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) link with the single antenna can provide the physical
data rate up to 150Mbps (standard value) with the 40MHz bonded channel and the 400ns guard
interval (GI) mode. However, the data rate of the SISO link can be reduced by multi-path, fad-
ing, and interferences [4]. For the higher transmission capacity and the better link reliability, the
MIMO link is necessary. Using MIMO, the number of simultaneous data streams is increased by
the number of antennas at the transmitter and the receiver [5]. For example, the IEEE 802.11n
protocols can support the physical data rate up to 600Mbps with the 4 × 4 MIMO technology,
the 40MHz channel, and the 400ns GI. More antennas can increase spatial diversity and spatial
multiplexing that provide further gains in the channel robustness and the throughput in the MIMO
technology [6].
A host in WLAN indicates a device that has the capability of connecting to the Internet through
the WLAN interface. It includes a personal computer (desktop/laptop PC), a smartphone, and a
tablet. PCs, main hosts in WLAN, are usually used at fixed positions in an indoor network envi-
ronment that may consist of several rooms for laboratories, classrooms, or offices in a university or
company. In such an environment, users normally access the Internet while sitting on chairs and
putting their PCs on tables, because PCs are much larger and heavier than smart phones, and often
require the use of both hands. As a result, the mobility of WLAN users is much lower than that of
the cellular system users. Therefore, the possible locations of the hosts can be determined by the
locations of desks and chairs, which can be fixed.
Currently, a lot of organizations or educational institutions install WLANs by using commercial
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dedicated APs from certified vendors. These APs are often installed in the network field in a
random way, which leads to lower throughput performances arising from interferences of wireless
signals among different APs and hosts [7]. Thus, the configuration of the active APs should be
optimized according to the traffic demands and the network situation in the field by deactivating
redundant APs. Actually, the number of communicating hosts fluctuates with time of a day or
a week. For example, in a university, a great number of students access to the network in the
afternoon on weekdays, while much fewer students do so in the morning/evening and on weekends.
Besides, the state of a WLAN can be affected by power shortages, device failures, bandwidth
controls by authorities, or weather conditions [8]. The network configuration of WLAN should be
properly managed by adapting to these changes.
To offer the solutions to the above-mentioned problems, we have studied the elastic WLAN
system and the active AP configuration algorithm [9–12], which dynamically optimize the number
of active APs according to traffic demands and network situations. Three types of APs, namely,
a dedicated AP (DAP), a virtual AP (VAP), and a mobile AP (MAP) are considered in them. A
DAP represents a commercial AP, a VAP does a host PC of a user in the network that installs the
software of AP functions [13], and a MAP does a mobile router. Unfortunately, with the current
active AP configuration algorithm, it is assumed that each AP and host only uses the slower SISO
link for wireless communications, although MIMO technology has become available as the faster
communication technology among commercial APs and PC models.
At present, nearly all the commercial APs have adopted the MIMO technology, while only
the subset of hosts may use MIMO, because PCs with MIMO or MIMO hosts are more expensive
than PCs with SISO or SISO hosts. Then, the proper locations of the limited MIMO hosts in
the network field become critical to improve the communication performance by maximizing the
potential ability of MIMO communications.
As the practical application of this proposal, the network manager controls the locations of the
MIMO hosts by following the algorithm output. For example, in a university, a computer exerciser
room and a laboratory can be this case. If the network manager cannot control them, still, he/she
can encourage the MIMO host users to move to the locations specified by the algorithm output by
showing the instructions or giving some incentives such as discounts at use of WLANs.
For theMIMO host location optimization, the accurate throughput estimation of aMIMO/SISO
link is important. During the optimization process, the throughput must be estimated accurately
when a host is located at different locations in the network field. By repeating the throughput
estimation, the design of a WLAN system can be improved with low costs before its actual de-
ployment.
In an indoor environment, the accurate estimation of throughput of a wireless link is challeng-
ing [14]. The transmission path between an AP and a host in indoors becomes much more com-
plicated from the outdoors, due to the signal attenuations by different types of walls, floors, and
other obstacles [15, 16], in addition to multipath effects. The throughput estimation needs proper
considerations of floor plans, construction materials, types and thickness of walls, and multi-path
effects. Network designers need to carefully tune these parameter values for the accurate through-
put estimation of IEEE 802.11n links in a real environment.
Furthermore, the concurrent communication of multiple hosts with a single AP is common
practically. It offers different throughput features from the single host communication, due to
the increasing collision rate as the number of concurrent communicating hosts [17]. Besides, the
AP receives the packet with the stronger signal successfully with the higher probability, when
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) is above the certain threshold [18–20]. As a
result, hosts with the strong RSS may dominate the channel for long time, which causes unfairness
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among the links. These effects must be considered in the throughput estimation model for accurate
throughput estimation of MIMO/SISO links in practical network scenarios.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, first, we study the throughput estimation model under various conditions [21–24].
Here, both cases are considered: 1) a single host communication with an AP at a time, and 2)
concurrent communications of multiple hosts with a single AP at a time. First, we present the
measurement results of WLAN in both indoor and outdoor environments. We employ PCs with
IEEE 802.11n 2 × 2 MIMO and 1 × 1 SISO links for user hosts, and commercial dedicated APs,
and software APs using Raspberry Pi for APs.
We analyze the relationship in the transmission control protocol (TCP) throughput, the received
signal strength (RSS), and the link distance. The measurement results show that the throughput and
RSS are greatly affected by the type of the AP or the PC, the link distance between the AP and
the host, and the network environment. Then, we find the parameter values for the throughput
estimation model by applying the parameter optimization tool to the measurement data [25], and
verify the throughput estimation accuracy of MIMO/SISO links with the measurement results.
We also propose two modifications of the previous throughput estimation model, particularly to
consider the concurrent communication of multiple hosts with one AP in indoor environments [24,
26]. The comparisons of the estimated throughput and the measured one support the correctness
of our proposal.
Next, we propose the MIMO host location optimization approach as an extension of the active
AP configuration algorithm in the elastic WLAN system [27]. This approach repeats exchanging
the location of a randomly selected MIMO host with that of a randomly selected SISO host, if the
result can satisfy the constraints of the network and improve the total throughput performance by
the given times.
The effectiveness of the proposedMIMO host location optimization approach is verified through
simulations in two network topologies using the WIMNET simulator [28]. The improvement of
throughput performance is confirmed by comparing the outcomes before and after applying for the
proposed extension. The CPU time to complete the proposed algorithm is also evaluated.
1.3 Related Works
To optimize the performance of WLAN, the link speed or throughput of a wireless link between
an AP and a host in the WLAN should be estimated accurately. Several studies have been reported
for designing, modelling, analysis, measurements, and estimations of the throughput performance
of the WLAN system.
In [29], Dama et al. measured and analysed the operational throughput performance of a com-
mercial IEEE 802.11n MIMO 2×3 dual-band system at 2.4GHz and 5GHz in indoor environments
with both Line of Sight (LoS) and Non Line of Sight (NLoS) scenarios.
In [30], Jansons et al. presented the performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11n protocol with
respect to the link distance, the throughput, and the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
In [31], Chew et al. evaluated the link speed change feature by changing the distance between
an AP and a host using commercial WiFi devices, and introduced a link speed estimation equation
from the distance. Unfortunately, in the real network field, the link distance cannot be obtained in
real time.
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In [32], Choi et al. developed a theoretical throughput estimation method for the IEEE 802.11
WLAN to estimate the throughput that each node would achieve in WLAN where nodes may
have heterogeneous traffic demands, data transmission rates, and packet sizes. They evaluated the
method through extensive packet level simulations using the network simulator ns-3.
In [33], Vanhatupa et al. evaluated a throughput estimation model and an optimization al-
gorithm for the frequency planning of the WLAN system. The result of the throughput estima-
tion model is used as the input to the optimization algorithm to maximize the multi-cell WLAN
throughput.
In [34], Bruno et al. measured and analysed the throughput of IEEE 802.11 WLAN, and
presented a Markov chain based performance model. This model does not support IEEE 802.11n
protocol.
In [18], Hosseinabadi et al. presented the design and the performance evaluation of the concur-
rent MAC mechanism that uses the opportunistic overhearing to schedule the network nodes for
concurrent transmissions in dense WLANs. The concurrent MAC mechanism can increase con-
current transmissions and aggregate the throughput compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF by identifying
the successful concurrent transmissions in dense WLANs. According to [35], concurrent trans-
missions in low-power wireless networks are almost possible through the appropriate selections of
transmission powers and channels.
Based upon our surveys, the same topic of the MIMO host location optimization in IEEE
802.11 WLAN as in this thesis has not been reported. On the other hand, a variety of research
works have been reported on the location optimization of APs in WLAN [36–40].
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we briefly review related IEEE 802.11 wireless network technologies to this
study, including the IEEE 802.11n/ac protocols, commercial APs, and software APs.
In Chapter 3, we provide the review of our previous related studies.
In Chapter 4, we present the throughput measurement results for IEEE 802.11n links under var-
ious conditions in indoor and outdoor environments, and extend the throughput estimation model
by considering the concurrent communication of multiple hosts with a single AP.
In Chapter 5, we present the MIMO host location optimization approach by considering the
effect in concurrent communication as an extension of the active AP configuration algorithm for
elastic WLAN system for improving the throughput performance.
In Chapter 6, we evaluate the MIMO host location optimization approach through extensive
simulations in two network instances and testbed experiments.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis with some future works.
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Chapter 2
IEEE 802.11 Wireless Network Technologies
In this chapter, we overview related WLAN technologies as backgrounds of this thesis. First, we
review IEEE 802.11 protocols. Then, we discuss the IEEE 802.11n protocol, especially, the key
technologies, the link speed change features with MIMO and SISO links that are used in the thesis.
Then, we briefly introduce the IEEE 802.11ac protocol. Finally, we describe the commercial AP
and the software AP technology.
2.1 802.11 WLAN Overview
IEEE 802.11 standards determine physical (PHY) and media access control (MAC) layer specifi-
cations for implementing high-speed wireless local area network (WLAN) technologies. WLAN is
an extension to a wired LAN that enables wireless connectivity for the user mobility and supports
flexibility in data communications [41]. It can reduce the cabling costs in the home or office en-
vironments by transmitting and receiving data over the air using radio frequency (RF) technology.
IEEE 802.11 provides the set of standards for WLAN.
WLAN offers several benefits over the traditional wired networks. Specific benefits are in-
cluded in the following [41]:
• User mobility:
In wired networks, users need to use wired lines to stay connected to the network. On the
other hand, WLAN allows user mobility within the coverage area of the network.
• Easy and rapid deployment:
WLAN system can exclude the requirement of network cables between hosts and connection
hubs or APs. Thus, the installation of WLAN can be much easier and quicker than wired
LAN.
• Cost:
The initial installation cost can be higher than the wired LAN, but the life-cycle costs can be
significantly lower. In a dynamic environment requiring frequent movements or reconfigu-
rations of the network, WLAN can provide the long-term cost profit.
• Increased flexibility:
The network coverage area by WLAN can be easily expanded because the network medium
is already everywhere.
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• Scalability:
Depending on applications, WLAN can be configured in a variety of topologies. They can
support both peer-to-peer networks suitable for a small number of users and full infrastruc-
ture networks of thousands of users.
2.1.1 IEEE 802.11 WLAN Components
IEEE 802.11 WLAN consists of four primary components as shown in Figure 2.1 [41]:
Access Point 
Host1 
Distribution  
System 
Host2 
Wireless Medium 
Figure 2.1: Components of IEEE 802.11 WLANs.
• Hosts:
WLAN transfers data between hosts. A host in WLAN indicates an electronic device such
as a desktop/laptop PC, a smartphone, or a Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) that has the
capability to access the network over the wireless network interface card (NIC).
• Access points (APs):
An AP acts as the main radio transceiver or a generic base station for a WLAN that plays the
similar role as a hub/switch in wired Ethernet LAN. It also performs the bridging function
between the wireless and the wired networks with some other tasks.
• Wireless medium:
The IEEE 802.11 standard uses the wireless medium to flow the information from one host
to another host in a network.
• Distribution system:
When several APs are connected together to form a large coverage area, they must com-
municate with each other to track the movements of the hosts. The distribution system is
the logical component of WLAN which serves as the backbone connections among APs. It
is often called as the backbone network used to relay frames between APs. In most cases,
Ethernet is commonly used as the backbone network technology.
2.1.2 Operating Modes for IEEE 802.11 WLAN
The elementary unit of IEEE 802.11WLAN is simply a set of hosts that can communicate with
each other known as the basic service set (BSS). Based on the types of BSS, the IEEE 802.11
supports two operating modes as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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• Independent mode:
In this mode, a collection of hosts can send frames directly to each other without an AP. It
is also called as an independent BSS (IBSS) mode as shown in Figure 2.2(a). This ad hoc
network is rarely used for permanent networks due to the lack of required performances and
security issues.
• Infrastructure mode:
In this mode, the hosts exchange their information through an AP as shown in Figure 2.2(b).
A single AP acts as the main controller to all the hosts within its BSS, known as infrastruc-
ture BSS. In this mode, a host must be associated with an AP to obtain network services
[42].
Host1 
Host2 
Host3 
(a) Adhoc network
AP 
Host3 
Host2 
Host1 
(b) Infrastructure network
Figure 2.2: Operating modes of IEEE 802.11 networks.
In addition, multiple BSSes can be connected together with a backbone network to form
extended service set (ESS) as shown in Figure 2.3.
It can form a large size WLAN. Each AP in an ESS is given an ID called the service set
identifier (SSID), which serves as a “network name” for the users. Hosts within the same
ESS can communicate with each other, even if they are in different basic service areas.
2.1.3 Channel Access Modes in IEEE 802.11 MAC Standard
The IEEE 802.11 MAC standard includes two basic channel access modes: distributed coordina-
tion function (DCF) and point coordination function (PCF). DCF is the contention-based funda-
mental MAC mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN which employs the CSMA/CA protocol, and
an ordinary binary exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm. For contention-free services, PCF is an
optionally used. PCF is the polling based protocol limited to the infrastructure based network.
DCF is broadly implemented in most commercial products due to its simplicity and robustness.
Therefore, most researchers have given their attention on DCF. Two types of carrier sensing (CS)
is used in IEEE 802.11 to check if the medium is idle or not. They are the physical carrier sensing
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Figure 2.3: Extended service set (ESS).
at the physical layer and the virtual carrier sensing at the MAC layer. The virtual carrier sensing is
provided by Network Allocation Vector (NAV). The station set NAV to the time where they need to
reserve the medium for its data transmissions [41].
In the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, the inter-frame spacing (IFS) is used for coordinating the
access to the wireless medium. Actually, three basic inter-frame spaces are used: short IFS (SIFS),
point coordination function IFS (PIFS), and distributed coordination function IFS (DIFS). The
time duration of them is: SIFS < PIFS < DIFS.
2.1.4 DCF Operations
DCF has two basic transmission modes to enable the random access to the wireless channel. One
is the basic access method using two-way handshakes (DATA + ACK), and another one is the four-
way handshakes optionally used by exchanging RTS/CTS messages to reserve the channel before
each data transmission.
2.1.4.1 DCF Access Mechanism
In the DCF mechanism, a station wishing to transmit packets first listens to the channel status for
more than the DIFS interval. If the channel remains free, this station (sender) sends the packet
to the destination (receiver) immediately. The receiver responds to the acknowledgment (ACK)
frame after the SIFS interval. If the channel is busy or the idle time is less than DIFS, the sender
defers the transmission and uses the binary exponential backoff (BEB) mechanism to avoid the
collisions among the contending nodes while providing their fairness. The length of the random
backoff time is determined by:
Tbo = rand(CW) × Tslot (2.1)
where Tbo represents the backoff period, Tslot does the time slot, and CW is the contention window
or backoff window in terms of time slots. The contention window is divided into time slots whose
length depends on the medium. Stations are activated at the begging of each slot [41]. The DCF
basic access mechanism is shown in Figure 2.4.
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DCF basic access mode is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 2.4: DCF basic access mechanism.
2.1.4.2 Binary Exponential BackoffMechanism
The binary exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm is used in the IEEE 802.11 DCF to schedule
retransmissions after collisions in order to avoid collisions again. In the DCF, any station must
carry out carrier sensing at the channel for the interval larger than DIFS before attempting any data
transmission. If the channel is found busy, the station defers its transmission until the medium is
idle for DIFS. Then, the station generates a backoff time with a random value that is uniformly se-
lected from the range [0, CW－ 1], where CW is the current window size. At the first transmission
attempt, CW is initially set to CWmin. The backoff timer is decreased each time when the channel
is sensed idle, or is frozen when the channel seems busy due to other nodes transmissions, and is
restarted again when the channel is sensed free again for more than DIFS. When the backoff timer
reaches zero, the station initiates its transmission of the next time slot. If the packet is received
successfully, the receiver sends back ACK after the SIFS interval and resets its CW to CWmin.
If the sender fails to get ACK within the specified period, the retransmission will be scheduled.
It doubles the CW size, under the maximum value ofCWmax= 2m×CWmin, wherem is the maximum
backoff stage. Then, it chooses a new random backoff timer, and starts the above process again.
When the transmission of a packet fails for a maximum number of times, this packet is dropped.
It is clear that the size of CW increases rapidly with the number of retransmission attempts,
and reduces the collision probability. The main reason for the low throughput performance and the
poor channel utilization of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is the retransmission. The MAC layer
congestion occurs due to the high packet error rate, the limited bandwidth, the large contention,
and the long backoff time. When some stations suffer from higher packet loss rates due to higher
errors, they will turn to the backoff state more frequently than stations with low error rates, which
leads to the backoff window larger for them. On the other hands, stations with lower error rates
can get more transmission chances, causing the unfairness problem in WLAN [43].
The BEB mechanism performs well with a small number of active stations. However, when
the number of stations increases beyond a certain limit, its throughput performance decreases
desperately as shown in Figure 2.5. In this case, the collision rate increases with the number
of active stations, and the throughput drops significantly [17].
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 Figure 2.5: Throughput and collision rate of BEB algorithm.
2.2 IEEE 802.11 Standards for WLAN
The IEEE 802.11 working group improves the existing PHY and MAC layer specifications to
realize WLAN at the 2.4-2.5 GHz, 3.6 GHz and 5.725-5.825 GHz unlicensed ISM (Industrial,
Scientific and Medical) frequency bands defined by the ITU-R. In this working group, several
types of IEEE Standard Association Standards are available, where each of them comes with a
letter suffix, covers from wireless standards, to standards for security aspects, Quality of Service
(QoS) and others, shown in Table 2.2 [42, 44–48].
Table 2.1: IEEE 802.11 Standards.
Standard Purpose
802.11a Wireless network bearer operating in the 5 GHz ISM band, data rate up
to 54Mbps
802.11b Operate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, data rates up to 11Mbps
802.11c Covers bridge operation that links to LANs with a similar or identical
MAC protocol
802.11d Support for additional regulatory differences in various countries
802.11e QoS and prioritization, an enhancement to the 802.11a and 802.11b
WLAN specifications
802.11f Inter-Access Point Protocol for handover, this standard was withdrawn
802.11g Operate in 2.4 GHz ISM band, data rates up to 54Mbps
802.11h Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) and Transmit Power Control
(TPC)
802.11i Authentication and encryption
802.11j Standard of WLAN operation in the 4.9 to 5 GHz band to conform to
the Japan’s rules
802.11k Measurement reporting and management of the air interface between
several APs
802.11l Reserved standard, to avoid confusion
802.11m Provides a unified view of the 802.11 base standard through continuous
monitoring, management and maintenance
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Table 2.1: IEEE 802.11 Standards.
Standard Purpose
802.11n Operate in the 2.4 and 5 GHz ISM bands, data rates up to 600Mbps
802.11o Reserved standard, to avoid confusion
802.11p To provide for wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE)
802.11r Fast BSS Transition, supports VoWiFi handoff between access points to
enable VoIP roaming on a WiFi network with 802.1X authentication
802.11s Wireless mesh networking
802.11t Wireless Performance Prediction (WPP), this standard was cancelled
802.11u Improvements related to ”hotspots” and 3rd party authorization of
clients
802.11v To enable configuring clients while they are connected to the network
802.11w Protected Management Frames
802.11x Reserved standard, to avoid confusion
802.11y Introduction of the new frequency band, 3.65-3.7GHz in US besides 2.4
and 5 GHz
802.11z Extensions for Direct Link Setup (DLS)
802.11aa Specifies enhancements to the IEEE 802.11MAC for robust audio video
(AV) streaming
802.11ac Wireless network bearer operating below 6 GHz to provide data rates of
at least 1Gbps for multi-station operation and 500Mbps on a single link
802.11ad Wireless Gigabit Alliance (WiGig), providing very high throughput at
frequencies up to 60GHz
802.11ae Prioritization of management frames
802.11af WiFi in TV spectrum white spaces (often called White-Fi)
802.11ah WiFi uses unlicensed spectrum below 1GHz, smart metering
802.11ai Fast initial link setup (FILS)
802.11aj Operation in the Chinese Milli-Meter Wave (CMMW) frequency bands
802.11ak General links
802.11aq Pre-association discovery
802.11ax High efficiency WLAN, providing 4x the throughput of 802.11ac
802.11ay Enhancements for Ultra High Throughput in and around the 60GHz
Band
802.11az Next generation positioning
802.11mc Maintenance of the IEEE 802.11m standard
Figure 2.6 shows the current and future WiFi standards. Among these standards, the common
and popular ones are IEEE 802.11a, 11b, 11g, 11n, and 11ac. For the physical layer, the 11a/n/ac
use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation scheme while the 11b uses
the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technology. 11g supports both technologies. Ta-
ble 2.2 summarizes the features of these common WiFi standards [41, 49, 50].
• IEEE 802.11b: IEEE 802.11b operates at 2.4 GHz band with the maximum data rate up to
11 Mbps. 802.11b is considered to be a robust system and has a capacity to compensate the
same IEEE 802.11 protocols. Because of the interoperability feature between products from
different vendors, this standard has not only boosted the manufacturing of the products but
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Figure 2.6: Current and future WiFi Standards.
also motivated the competitions between WLAN vendors. The limitation of this standard is
the interference among the products using industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band that
uses the same 2.4 GHz band of frequency [51, 52].
• IEEE 802.11a: IEEE 802.11a operates at 5 GHz ISM band. It adopts on orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) coding scheme that offers a high data rates up to
6, 12, 24, 54 Mbps, and sometimes beyond this speed in comparison to 802.11b. Two main
limitations of 802.11a are the compatibility issue of the 802.11a products with 802.11b prod-
ucts and the unavailability of 5 GHz band with free of cost for all the countries in the world
[51, 52].
• IEEE 802.11g: IEEE suggested 802.11g standard over 802.11a to improve the 2.4 GHz
802.11b technology. 802.11g introduces two different modulation techniques including the
packet binary convolution code (PBCC) that supports data rate up to 33Mbps and the or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) that supports up to 54Mbps data rate.
Compatibility issues are also resolved in 802.11g products with 802.11b products [51, 52].
• IEEE 802.11n: The primary purpose of initiating the 802.11n standard to improve the usable
range and data rate up to 600Mbps. 802.11n supports both of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM band
unlicensed national information infrastructure (UNII) band, and is backward compatible
with earlier standards. It introduces new technology features including the use of channel
bonding and multiple antennas to get the better reception of the RF signals to enhance the
throughput and coverage range [51, 53].
• IEEE 802.11ac: The aim of the 802.11ac standard to improve individual link performance
and total network throughput of more than 1Gbps. Many of the specifications like static
and dynamic channel bonding and simultaneous data streams of 802.11n have been kept and
further enhanced for 802.11ac to reach the gigabit transmission rate. It supports static and
dynamic channel bonding up to 160MHz and Multi-User Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output
(MU-MIMO). 802.11ac operates only on the 5 GHz band [54–56].
2.3 IEEE 802.11n Protocol
In this section, we review the IEEE 802.11n protocol that we have considered in this thesis. 11n
was actually developed with the aim of increasing the PHY and MAC layer throughput over its
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of common IEEE 802.11 standards.
IEEE IEEE IEEE IEEE IEEE
802.11b 802.11a 802.11g 802.11n 802.11ac
Release Sep 1999
Sep
1999
Jun 2003 Oct 2009 Dec 2013
Frequency Band 2.4 GHz 5 GHz 2.4 GHz
2.4/5
GHz
5 GHz
Max. Data Rate 11 Mbps 54 Mbps 54 Mbps
600
Mbps
1300 Mbps
Modulation
CCK1modulated with
PSK
OFDM
DSSS2,
CCK,
OFDM
OFDM OFDM
Channel Width 20 MHz 20 MHz 20 MHz
20/40
MHz
20/40/80/160
MHz
# of Antennas 1 1 1 4 8
security Medium Medium Medium High High
1 CCK: Complementary Code Keying
2 DSSS: Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
previous standards (11a, 11b, and 11g). The standard uses the multiple antennas technology, chan-
nel bonding, frame aggregation, and security improvements mechanism to improve the throughput
[53]. Table 2.3 shows a brief summary of this standard.
Table 2.3: Specification of IEEE 802.11n.
Specification IEEE 802.11n
Frequency Band 2.4 GHz 5 GHz
Available Channel 13 ch 19 ch
Simultaneous Uninterrupted Channel 2 ch 9 ch
Max. Throughput 600Mbps
Max. # of Spatial Streams 4
Max. Modulation Types 64 QAM
Max. Coding Rate 5/6
Max. Channel Width 40 MHz
Guard Interval 800 ns 400 ns
Release Date September 2009
IEEE 802.11n protocol can be operated in two unlicensed frequency bands namely the 2.4 GHz
band or the 5 GHz band. In the 2.4 GHz band, 13 channels are available where the only limited
number of them are non-overlapping. It is only four in 20MHz bandwidth. For 40MHz bandwidth
channel, which is commonly used in IEEE 802.11n protocol, it is reduced by two (channel 3 and
channel 11). This means that, the wider bandwidth can increase the physical data rate but it also
reduces the number of available non-interfered channels. Figure 2.7 [47] shows the 20MHz WiFi
channels in the 2.4 GHz band.
Although the 2.4 GHz band is very popular as inherited from IEEE 802.11g standard, it be-
comes crowded with a lot of WiFi signals. As a result, these devices using adjacent channels will
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Figure 2.7: WiFi channels in 2.4 GHz band.
suffer from interferences and degrade the throughput performance [48]. Therefore, recently users
start using the 5 GHz band.
In the 5 GHz band of IEEE 802.11n protocol, it has 19 uninterrupted channels available in the
20MHz bandwidth. In the 40MHz bandwidth, which doubles the channel width from the 20MHz,
there are 9 channels. For the 80MHz bandwidth, there are four of them. Figure 2.8 [57] shows
these WiFi channels for the IEEE 802.11n 5 GHz band.
Figure 2.8: WiFi channels in 5 GHz band.
IEEE 802.11n protocol incorporates several new technologies to boost up its performance.
• MIMO:
In MIMO, the throughput can be linearly increased to the number of transmitting (TX) and
receiving (RX) antennas up to four times, without the additional bandwidth or transmission
power. The coverage area can be enhanced over the single antenna technology in SISO. The
multiple antenna configurations inMIMO can overcome the detrimental effects of multi-path
and fading, trying to achieve high data throughput in limited bandwidth channels. For exam-
ple, in the 4 × 4 MIMO, four independent data streams can be multiplexed and transmitted
simultaneously with the spatial division multiplexing (SDM), to speed up the transmission
capacity by quadruple as shown in Figure 2.9.
When the space-time block coding (STBC) is adopted in the 4 × 4 MIMO link, the sender
can transmit four copies of the data stream over four antennas to improve the reliability and
the effective range of data transmissions.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between SISO and 4 × 4 MIMO technology.
• Channel Bonding:
In the channel bonding, each channel can operate with the 40MHz bandwidth by using
two 20MHz adjacent channels together to double its physical data rate [58] as shown in
Figure 2.10. However, the usage of the channel bonding will reduce the available non-
interfered channels for other devices as there are only two non-interfered bonded channels
available for IEEE 802.11n protocol at 2.4 GHz band.
1ch 2ch 3ch 4ch 5ch 6ch 7ch 8ch 9ch 10ch 11ch12ch13ch
20MHz
2412MHz 2432MHz 2452MHz 2472MHz
5MHz
Figure 2.10: IEEE 802.11n channel bonding concept.
• Frame Aggregation:
In the frame aggregation, multiple data frames can be transmitted in one packet with a single
pre-ample and header information to reduce the protocol overheads, and thereby increases
the user level data rate [59]. In the IEEE 802.11n protocol, the MAC protocol data unit (A-
MPDU) aggregation and the MAC service data unit (A-MSDU) aggregation are available.
• Modulation and Coding Scheme:
Various modulation, error-correcting codes are used in IEEE 802.11n, represented by aMod-
ulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) index value, or mode. IEEE 802.11n defines 31 different
modes and provides the greater immunity against selective fading by using the Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). This standard increases the number of OFDM
sub-carriers of 56 (52 usable) in High Throughput (HT) with 20MHz channel width and
114 (108 usable) in HT with 40MHz. Each of these sub-carriers is modulated with BPSK,
QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM, and Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding rate of 1/2, 2/3,
3/4 or 5/6 [59].
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• Short Guard Interval:
Guard Interval (GI) between two successful OFDM symbols is reduced from 800ns to short
GI of 400ns to further improve the throughput.
Table 2.4 shows the relationships between the maximum throughput (Mbps), the number of
spatial streams with MIMO links, the channel width, and GI [5].
Table 2.4: Effects of channel width, MIMO links and guard interval on IEEE 802.11n’s throughput.
# of Spatial Streams
Throughput (Mbps)
20 MHz Channel 40 MHz Channel
800 ns GI 400 ns GI 800 ns GI 400 ns GI
1 65 72.2 135 150
2 130 144.4 270 300
3 195 216.7 405 450
4 260 188.8 540 600
2.3.1 Link Speed Change Feature of IEEE 802.11n MIMO Links
The throughput performance of the IEEE 802.11n link is affected by many factors including the
type of AP or PC, the transmission power of AP, MCS, the link distance between AP and host, and
the design of network adapters. In our preliminary experiments [21], we measured the link speed
when both end nodes adopted the IEEE 802.11n MIMO protocol and the distance between them
is increased from 1m to 170m with the 5m interval in a free space. As shown in Figure 2.11, the
link speed gradually decreases as the distance increases. Because, the RSS drops with distance and
lower modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) are adopted.
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Figure 2.11: Link speed change for IEEE 802.11n 2 × 2 MIMO link.
Then, we approximated this link speed change features of the IEEE 802.11n MIMO link, S h
by the sigmoid function as follows:
S h =
205
1 + e−(
(Pd+120)−49
4.8 )
(2.2)
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where Pd represents the receiving signal strength (RSS) at the receiver host which is estimated
using the log-distance path loss model, and S h does the estimated link speed (throughput) at the
host from the AP. The estimated result using this equation is also plotted by the dashed line in
Figure 2.11.
2.4 IEEE 802.11ac Protocol
IEEE 802.11ac is an improvement to the IEEE 802.11 2007 wireless network standard that operates
only 5 GHz frequency band, supports 160MHz channel widths, multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO),
the increased number of spatial streams, and the higher order of modulations over the previous
standard [48, 54, 55]. Table 2.5 shows a brief summary of the 802.11ac standard.
Table 2.5: Specification of IEEE 802.11ac.
Specification IEEE 802.11ac
Frequency Band 5 GHz
Available Channel 19 ch
Simultaneous Uninterrupted Channel 9 ch
Max. Throughput 6.93Mbps
Max. # of Spatial Streams 8
Max. Modulation Types 256 QAM
Max. Coding Rate 5/6
Max. Channel Width 160 MHz
Guard Interval 800 ns 400 ns
Release Date December 2012
IEEE 802.11ac uses the same WiFi channels with IEEE 802.11n at 5 GHz, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.8. In this frequency band, there are nine simultaneous uninterrupted channels using the
40MHz bandwidth free from the channel overlapping and interference between each other. For the
80MHz bandwidth, which doubles the channel width, there are four channels. For the 160MHz
bandwidth, there are two. The IEEE 802.11ac WiFi channels are the same with the IEEE 802.11n
at 5 GHz, as shown in Figure 2.8.
The channel bonding can increase the data transmission capacity by bonding two or more adja-
cent channels into one channel. IEEE 802.11ac allows to bond maximally eight 20MHz channels
into one 160MHz channel. Due to channel bonding, IEEE 802.11ac can use up to 468 sub-carriers
at the 160MHz channel. The previous IEEE 802.11n does 108 sub-carriers at the 40MHz chan-
nel[60]. This sub-carrier increase can also enhance the data capacity by more than twice.
It is noted that, within a crowded environment, if multiple APs are in use, the non-overlapping
channels will drop down to 9, 4, and 2 channels when using channel bonding for the bandwidth
of 40MHz, 80MHz, and 160MHz respectively. In order to avoid interferences between APs, the
lower channel bandwidth will provide the fairer performance for users. Table 2.6 shows the usage
of the different channel bandwidth and spatial stream towards the throughput of IEEE 802.11ac
[61].
In IEEE 802.11ac, eight spatial streams can be used to transmit up to 866.7 Mbps/stream and
reach the maximum data rate (throughput) of 6,933 Mbps through the MIMO technology. MIMO
can transmit multiple data in parallel by adopting multiple antennas. For example, when the source
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Table 2.6: Effects of channel bandwidth, spatial streams, and GI on IEEE 802.11ac’s throughput.
# of Spatial Streams
Throughput (Mbps)
20 MHz 40 MHz 80 MHz 160 MHz
Channel Channel Channel Channel
1 86.7 200 433.3 866.7
2 173.3 400 866.7 1733.4
3 288.9 600 1300 2600
4 346.7 800 1733.2 3466.8
8 693.4 1600 3466 6933
node and the destination node have two antennas respectively, the transmission speed becomes
doubled using two data streams. IEEE 802.11ac allows the maximum of eight antennas.
Besides, IEEE 802.11ac comes with MU-MIMO, which allows an AP to transmit data to mul-
tiple hosts in a parallel way without interferences between them by adopting the beamforming
technology that generates directional radio signals. This is far faster than the serial communication
in IEEE 802.11n. MU-MIMO can realize 1-to-n data transmissions using the same band.
Apart fromMU-MIMO, IEEE 802.11ac also introduces the beamforming technology. In beam-
forming, a sender detects the location of the receiver and transmits data through intensifying the
signal in this direction. The focus of the radio frequency energy towards the receiver will provide
the higher signal strength to increase the speed. This is better than the traditional way of broad-
casting wireless signals equally in Omni directions [49]. Figure 2.12 shows the difference between
the usage of beamforming technology and normal WiFi.
Figure 2.12: Beamforming technology.
IEEE 802.11ac inherits A-MSDU and A-MPDU from IEEE 802.11n, and allows the maximum
of 1 Mbyte for one frame, whereas IEEE 802.11n does 64 Kbyte.
In order to gain the higher transmission rate, the Guard Interval (GI) that represents the period
between two consecutive packet transmissions has been reduced. It is necessary to avoid interfer-
ences between them that can be caused by the delay of the first packet arrives at the destination
node. IEEE 802.11ac adopts 400 ns as the guard interval time, whereas IEEE 802.11a/g does 800
ns.
In the physical layer, IEEE 802.11ac use the 256 QAM scheme under MCS. In 256 QAM,
eight bits of input alters the phase and amplitude of the carrier to generate 256 modulation states.
Figure 2.13 shows the comparison between 64 QAM constellation (IEEE 802.11n) to the 256
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QAM constellation.
Figure 2.13: Comparison of modulation.
2.5 Commercial and Software APs
In WLAN, the access point (AP) is the networking device that acts as the central trans-receiver or
base station. It allows one WiFi devices to connect with each other within the network and serves
as the interconnection point between WLAN and the wired network. Each AP can support the
connection of multiple wireless devices.
A lot of commercial APs from different vendors are now available for WLAN. In Japan, APs
from Buffalo, I-O data, and NEC are popular [62–64]. They can operate in both IEEE 802.11n
and 11ac protocols. According to our measurements, the AP from NEC usually has the largest
throughput of around 210 Mbps for a PC with 2× 2 MIMO in the outdoor environment. However,
this peak throughput varies significantly depending on the propagation environment including the
obstacles, the channel interference, the number of antennas, the transmission power of AP, the
Wi-Fi adapter, and the placement height and orientation angle of AP.
Recently, the software enabled AP (SoftAP) is popular in IEEE 802.11n WLAN. A laptop/PC
user can be used as an AP by installing the software of AP functions using hostapd software [13].
Along with this trend, Raspberry Pi device can be a good choice for the device to run as a software
AP. It provides the cost-effective, energy saving, and card-sized portable embedded system. The
price of one Raspberry Pi (35-40 USD) is only one-tenth of a laptop PC and it consumes the much
less power (5V) [65, 66]. WiFi devices can be connected to this SoftAP in the same way to a
commercial AP.
Raspberry Pi is basically adopted Raspbian, a Debian based Linux distribution as the OS and
has the built-in wireless network interface card (NIC) which has only one antenna. This built-
in NIC in Raspberry Pi supports only 20MHz channel for data transmission since its internal
circuitry does not permit 40MHz channel bonding functionality. According to our experiment
using Raspberry Pi with built-in NIC, the peak throughput becomes about 40Mbps. To improve
the performance, an external USB MIMO or SISO adapter can be used in Raspberry Pi which can
realize hardware channel bonding.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented various technology features of IEEE 802.11n/ac protocols, commer-
cial and software WLAN devices, which are adopted in this thesis for our experiments, throughput
estimation models, as well as simulations. In the next chapter, we will review our previous related
studies.
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Chapter 3
Review of Previous Studies
In this chapter, we briefly overview our previous studies related to this thesis. First, we review the
study of the throughput estimation model for IEEE 802.11n link in WLAN. Next, we review that
of the elastic WLAN system. Finally, we review that of the active AP configuration algorithm for
the elastic WLAN system.
3.1 Throughput Estimation Model for IEEE 802.11n Link
In this section, we review the throughput estimation model for IEEE 802.11n link in WLAN.
3.1.1 Overview
This model estimates the link speed or data throughput of an IEEE 802.11 link in WLAN. It has
two main steps to estimate the throughput between a source and a destination node. In the first
step, it estimates the receiving signal strength (RSS) at the host by using the log distance path loss
model. In the second step, it converts the estimated RSS into the corresponding throughput by the
sigmoid function [14]. Both functions have several configuration parameters that can affect the
estimation accuracy, which depends on link specifications and network field environments.
3.1.2 Receiving Signal Strength Estimation
The signal strength is estimated by the log-distance path loss model and it considers the multi-path
effects by considering both the direct signal along the line of sight (LoS) and indirect signal through
non line of sight (NLoS) path in indoor environments.
3.1.2.1 Log Distance Path Loss Model
The RSS, Pd (dBm), at the host is estimated using the log distance path loss model by considering
the distance and the obstacles loss between end nodes[67]:
Pd = P1 − 10α log10 d −
∑
k
nkWk (3.1)
where P1 represents the signal strength at 1m from the AP (source), α is the path loss exponent,
d (m) does the link distance from the AP, nk does the number of the type-k walls along the path
between the AP and the host, and Wk does the signal attenuation factor (dBm) for the type-k wall
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in the environment. The estimation accuracy of RSS relies on the parameter values, which depend
on the propagation environment [67].
For indoor environments, five wall types have been considered. Namely, W1 represents the
corridor wallmade of concrete that has the sufficient strength to support the structure. W2 does the
partition wall that separates the successive rooms. The intervening wall W3 signifies the concrete
wall that has the sufficient strength but does not separate closed rooms. W4 represents the steel
wall of the elevator, and W5 does the door wall composed of metals and glasses.
3.1.2.2 Multipath Effect
Due to the multipath effect in indoor environments, the receiver may receive the indirect signal
through NLoS path that arrives after reflected/diffracted at some points on walls or obstacles, in
addition of the direct signal along the LOS path. When the direct signal passes through multiple
walls, the RSS becomes weaker than that of the indirect signal if it passes through much fewer
walls.
In the throughput estimation model, we consider this multi-path effect by selecting a diffraction
point for each AP/host pair such that it is located on the wall in the same room as the host and RSS
of the AP is largest. The indirect signal reaches the host through this diffracting point after the
signal is attenuated there. The RSS through indirect path, Pind is calculated by:
Pdi f = P1 − 10α log10 r −
∑
k
nkWk (3.2)
Pind = Pdi f − 10α log10 t −Wdi f (3.3)
where Pdi f represents the RSS at the diffraction point, r (m) is the distance between the AP and the
diffraction point, t (m) does the distance between the diffraction point and the host, andWdi f (dBm)
does the attenuation factor at the diffraction point. For the estimated RSS at the receiver, the larger
one between the direct or indirect signals is selected.
3.1.3 Throughput Conversion by Sigmoid Function
From the RSS, the throughput S (Mbps) of the link is derived using following the sigmoid function:
S =
a
1 + e−(
(Pd+120)−b
c )
(3.4)
where a, b, and c are the constant parameters of the sigmoid function that should be optimized
by parameter optimization tool [25]. The assumption of this sigmoid function for the throughput
estimation is based on our real-world measurement results which clearly reflects the relationship
between the RSSs and the estimated throughput.
3.1.4 Parameter Optimization Tool
The parameter optimization tool is used to explore the optimal parameter values for the throughput
estimation model based on a local search method that jointly uses the tabu table and the hill climb-
ing search to avoid a local minimum convergence [25]. This tool searches the parameter values
in a way that minimize the throughput estimation error. For the accurate throughput estimation, it
plays a vital role, which is essential for the efficient WLAN design.
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3.1.5 Procedure for Throughput Estimation
According to [14], the procedure for the throughput estimation model is as follows:
(i) First, the parameter values of the throughput estimation model are optimized by applying
the parameter optimization tool [25].
(ii) Then, the Euclidean distance, d (m) for each link between the AP/host pair is calculated and
identify the link that crosses with each type of wall in the network field.
(iii) For the direct signal, the RSS at the host is estimated using Eq. (3.1).
(iv) And for the indirect signal, the RSS at the host is calculated using Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3).
(v) Then, we select the larger RSS between the direct and indirect signal for the sigmoid function.
(vi) Finally, the throughput, S (Mbps) is estimated from the RSS using Eq. (3.4).
3.2 Elastic WLAN System
In this section, we briefly review the elastic WLAN system, which can dynamically optimize the
network configuration by activating/deactivating APs, according to traffic demands and network
situations [11, 12].
3.2.1 Overview
The elastic WLAN system dynamically controls the number of active APs in the network by ac-
tivating or deactivating the installed APs according to traffic demands and network conditions.
Figure 3.1 illustrates an example topology of the elastic WLAN system.
3.2.2 Implementation
The implementation of the elastic WLAN system adopts the management server to manage and
control the APs and the hosts. This server not only has the administrative access to all the devices
in the network, but controls the whole system through the following three steps:
1. The server explores all the devices in the network and collects the requisite information for
the active AP configuration algorithm.
2. The server executes the active AP configuration algorithm using the inputs derived in the
previous step. The output of the algorithm contains the list of the active APs, the host
associations, and the assigned channels.
3. The server applies this output to the network by activating or deactivating the specified APs,
changing the specified host associations, and assigning the channels.
3.3 Active AP Configuration Algorithm
In this section, we briefly review the AP configuration algorithm for the elastic WLAN system that
optimizes the number of active APs and the host associations.
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Figure 3.1: Elastic WLAN system topology.
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
The active AP configuration problem for this algorithm was formulated as follows:
1. Inputs:
• Number of hosts: H
• Number of APs: N = ND + NV + NM where ND, NV , and NM represent the number of
DAPs, VAPs, and MAPs respectively.
• Link speed between APi and host j for i = 1 to N, j = 1 to H: si j, where the link
speed can be estimated by the model in [14].
• Minimum link speed for association: S
• Number of non-interfered channels: C
2. Outputs:
• Set of active APs
• Set of hosts associated with each active AP
• Channel assigned to each active AP
3. Objectives:
• To minimize E1.
• Holding the first objective, to maximize E2.
• Holding the two objectives, to minimize E3 for channel assignments.
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Let, E1 represents the number of active APs (DAPs, VAPs, and MAPs) in the network:
E1 = ED1 + E
V
1 + E
M
1 (3.5)
where ED1 represents the number of active DAPs, E
V
1 does the number of active VAPs, and
EM1 does the number of active MAPs respectively.
The transmission delay of the jth AP can be defined by:
T j =
∑
k∈P j
Dk
s jk
(3.6)
where Dk represents the traffic of the kth host, s jk does the link speed between the jth AP to
the kth host, and P j does the set of the hosts associated with the jth AP.
Then, the average throughput THi j of the ith host associated with the jth AP can be estimated
by:
THi j =
Di
T j
=
Di∑
k∈P j
Dk
s jk
(3.7)
Since the real traffic of each host is unpredictable, we assume the identical traffic for every
host, which can be represented by the unit traffic for the sake of simplicity. Then, the average
host throughput for AP j is given by:
TH j =
1∑
k∈P j
1
s jk
(3.8)
If TH j ≥ G, the minimum host throughput constraint is satisfied, where G represents the
threshold for this constraint. Then, the second objective function E2 is defined to maximize
the minimum average host throughput for the bottleneck, AP which is given by:
E2 = min
j
[
TH j
]
(3.9)
E3 signifies the total interfered communication time:
E3 =
N∑
i=1
[ITi] =
N∑
i=1

∑
k∈Ii
ck=ci
Tk
 (3.10)
where ITi represents the interfered communication time for APi, Ti does the total communi-
cation time for APi, Ii does the set of the interfered APs with APi, and ci does the assigned
channel to APi. They are given by follows:
• Tk is given by the sum of the time that is required to transmit one bit between APk and
its each associated host.
• Ii represents the set of the indices of the APs that are interfered with APi if they are
assigned the same channel.
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• ck signifies the channel assigned to APk by the active AP configuration algorithm.
• ITi is given by the sum of the total communication time for the APs that are interfered
with APi.
4. Constraints:
• Minimum host throughput constraint: each host in the network must enjoy the given
threshold G on average when all the hosts are communicating simultaneously.
• Bandwidth limit constraint: the bandwidth of the wired network to the Internet must be
less than or equal to the total available bandwidth of the network Ba.
• Channel assignment constraint: each AP must be assigned one channel between 1 and
C.
3.3.2 Algorithm Procedure
The active AP configuration algorithm consists of three phases: active AP and associated host
selection phase, channel assignment phase, and channel load averaging phase.
3.3.2.1 Active AP and Associated Host Selection Phase
In this phase, the set of the active APs and their associated hosts are selected. This phase comprises
following eight steps:
1. Preprocessing
The link speed for each possible pair of an AP and a host is estimated with the measurement
or the throughput estimation model [14]. Then, this step initializes the variables for the
following steps:
(a) For each AP, make a list of hosts that can be associated with this AP, where the through-
put of the link between a host and an AP is S or larger, it can be associated. This list is
called the associable host list for APs.
(b) Initialize each AP as the non-active AP. Initially, only the DAPs are selected as candi-
date APs.
2. Initial Solution Generation
An initial solution to the cost function E1 is derived using a greedy algorithm, which repeats
the following procedures:
(a) Select the AP that can be associated with the maximum number of non-associated
hosts.
(b) Activate this AP and increment E1 by one.
(c) Update the number of non-associated hosts in the host list for APs.
3. Host Association Improvement
The cost function E2 is calculated for the greedy solution using Eq. (5.1). Then, this solution
is improved by repeating the following procedure:
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(a) Find the AP that gives the lowest host throughput in Eq. (5.1).
(b) Select one host randomly from the associated hosts with this AP, and associate it with
another active AP that is selected randomly. Then, calculate E2.
(c) Keep the new association only if this new E2 is higher than the previous E2. Otherwise,
return to the previous association.
4. AP Selection Optimization
The cost functions E1 and E2 are further jointly improved in this step under the constraints
mentioned before by the local search [68]. This local search repeats the following three
procedures:
(a) If the current solution satisfies the minimum host throughput constraint, it seeks to re-
duce the number of active APs E1 by deactivating an active AP. In the implementation,
it repeats to 1) randomly select an active AP and deactivate it, 2) applyHost Association
Improvement, and 3) check the feasibility of this deactivation.
(b) Otherwise, it seeks to improve the minimum average host throughput E2 with the same
number of active APs by changing the active AP. In the implementation, it repeats to
1) randomly select a non-active AP and activate it, 2) apply Host Association Improve-
ment, and 3) check the possibility of deactivating another active AP.
(c) If (b). is not achieved, it seeks to satisfy the minimum host throughput constraint by in-
creasing the number of active APs while improving theminimum average host through-
put. In the implementation, it 1) randomly selects a non-active AP and 2) applies Host
Association Improvement.
5. Link Speed Normalization
The fairness criterion will be applied when the total expected bandwidth exceeds Ba. Gen-
erally, the link speed is normalized as:
(a) Calculate the expected total bandwidth Be by the summation of the throughputs of all
the APs.
(b) If Be>Ba, adjust each AP-host link speed as:
sˆi j = si j × B
a
Be
(3.11)
where sˆi j is the normalized link speed.
6. Termination Check
The algorithm is terminated when either of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) The minimum host throughput constraint is satisfied.
(b) All the APs in the network have been activated.
7. Additional VAP Activation
If all the DAPs become active but the minimum host throughput constraint is still not sat-
isfied, VAPs are newly selected as candidate APs. A VAP is slower than a DAP, but faster
than a MAP. The locations of hosts are considered as the locations of the candidate VAPs,
because user hosts may be used for VAPs. Then, it returns to AP Selection Optimization
step.
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8. Additional MAP Activation
If all the DAPs and VAPs become active but the minimum host throughput constraint is still
not satisfied, MAPs are newly selected as candidate APs. A MAP is the slowest among
the three AP types. The locations of hosts are considered as the locations of the candidate
MAPs, because users may have MAPs. Then, it returns to AP Selection Optimization step.
3.3.2.2 Channel Assignment Phase
In this phase, the assigned channels to the active APs are selected and it has the following four
steps:
1. Preprocessing
The interference and delay conditions of the network are represented by a graph.
(a) Construct the interference graph, G = (V, E), from the APs and the hosts, where the
vertex V represents the set of APs and the edge E presents the existence of the interfer-
ence between two APs. e(i, j) ∈ E if APi is interfered with AP j in the network.
(b) Calculate the communication time for each AP. The communication time Ti for APi is
defined as the total time when the AP transmits 1-bit to all the associated hosts. It is
given by:
Ti =
∑
j
1
spi j
(3.12)
where spi j represents the link speed between APi and host j.
(c) Calculate the neighbor interfered communication time for each AP. The neighbor in-
terfered communication time NTi for APi is given by:
NTi =
∑
e(i,k)=1
Tk (3.13)
2. Interfered AP Set Generation
The set of APs that are interfering with each other is found for each AP.
(a) Sort the APs in descending order of NTi, where the tie-break is resolved by Ti.
(b) Find the interfered AP set for each AP by repeating the following steps:
i. Initialize the interfered AP set by Ii = {i} for APi.
ii. Expand Ii by examining the APs in sorted order in a) whether the AP is interfered
with each AP in Ii. If so, include this AP, AP j, into Ii, i.e. Ii = Ii ∪ { j}.
(c) Calculate the total interfered communication time ATi for APi, which is given by:
ATi =
∑
k∈Ii
Tk (3.14)
3. Initial Solution Construction
Then, an initial solution is derive with a greedy algorithm.
(a) Sort the APs in descending order of the total interfered communication time ATi, where
the tie-break is resolved by NTi.
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(b) Assign a channel c to APi such that the interfered communication time ITi is minimized
if it is assigned. ITi is given by:
ITi =
∑
k∈Ii
ck=ci
Tk (3.15)
where ck represents the assigned channel to APk.
(c) Repeat 2) until each active AP is assigned to one channel.
(d) Calculate the cost function E3 using Eq. (3.10) and save this initial solution as the best
solution Ebest3 .
4. Solution Improvement by Simulated Annealing
Finally, the initial solution is improved by repeating the following simulated annealing (SA)
procedure with the constant SA temperature T S A for the SA repeating times RS A, where T S A
and RS A are given algorithm parameters:
(a) Randomly select one AP and one new channel for the channel change trial.
(b) Calculate the interfered communication time ITi after assigning this new channel by:
(c) Calculate Enew3 using Eq. (3.10) for the new channel assignment, and ∆E3 = E
new
3 − E3.
(d) If ∆E3 ≤ 0, accept the new channel assignment, and address this new solution as the
best one.
(e) Otherwise, generate a 0-1 random number, rand, and if rand ≤ −∆E3T S A , then accept the
new channel assignment.
3.3.2.3 Channel Load Averaging Phase
After the channel assignment using the limited number of channels, the total loads may be imbal-
anced depending on different channels that are assigned to the APs. In this phase, the channel load
is averaged by changing associated APs for hosts. It has four steps as follows:
1. Preprocessing
The AP flag for each AP is initialized with OFF to avoid processing the same AP.
2. AP Selection
One AP is selected to move its associated host to a different AP that is assigned a different
channel.
(a) Terminate the procedure if each AP has ON AP flag.
(b) Initialize the host flag by OFF for each host.
(c) Select one AP, say APi, that satisfies the two conditions:
i. The AP flag is OFF.
ii. The interfered communication time ITi is largest among the OFF APs.
(d) Set the AP flag ON.
3. Host Selection
Then, one host associated with APi is selected for the associated AP movement.
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(a) Select one host, say H j, that satisfies the four conditions:
i. The host flag is OFF.
ii. The host is associated with APi.
iii. The host can be associated with another AP assigned a different channel from APi,
or is located out of the interference range of APi.
iv. The link speed with APi is the smallest among the hosts satisfying (a)–(c).
(b) If one host is selected, set the host flag ON.
(c) Otherwise, return to AP Selection for the new AP selection.
4. Association Change Application
Finally, the new associated AP is selected for H j.
(a) Select the AP that has the largest link speed among the APs that are assigned to a
different channel from APi and can be associated with H j.
(b) Calculate the new cost function Enew3 with Eq. (3.10) if H j is associated with this AP.
(c) If Enew3 is equal to or smaller than the previous E3, accept the new association, and
return to Host Selection.
(d) Otherwise, select another AP that has the next largest link speed, and return to 3).
(e) If no such AP exists, return to Host Selection for the new host selection.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the previous works of the throughput estimation model in WLAN,
the elastic WLAN system, and the active AP configuration algorithm. In the next chapter, we will
present the throughput measurement results for IEEE 802.11n MIMO/SISO links under various
conditions in indoor and outdoor environments, and extend the throughput estimation model by
considering the concurrent communications of multiple hosts with a single AP.
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Chapter 4
Throughput Measurements and Estimation
Models under Various Conditions
In this chapter, we present throughput measurement results under a variety of indoor and outdoor
environments, and two modifications to the throughput estimation model for concurrent commu-
nications of multiple hosts with a single AP, which will be used in the MIMO host location opti-
mization approach for the active AP configuration algorithm.
4.1 Introduction
The demands for the high-speed Internet access has always been issues in WLAN systems. The
user in WLAN may perform various high-load jobs such as downloading bulk files and watching
live videos, simultaneously [69]. To meet these demands, the analysis and the estimation of the
throughput performance of a WLAN system are very important for improving and/or developing
protocols or algorithms for a WLAN system.
To optimize the performance of a WLAN system, we study the MIMO host location optimiza-
tion algorithm as an extension of the active AP configuration algorithm [27]. For this MIMO
host location optimization algorithm, whose details will be presented in Chapter 5, the accurate
throughput estimation of a WLAN MIMO/SISO link is crucial. During the optimization process,
the throughput must be estimated repeatedly every time a user host is located at a different location
in the network field. By repeating this throughput estimation, the design of a WLAN system can
be improved with low costs before its actual deployment.
Especially, in the indoor environment, the accurate estimation of the throughput becomes much
harder from that in the outdoor environment, due to the signal attenuations by different types
of walls, floors, and other obstacles [15, 16], where multipath effects should also be considered.
The accurate throughput estimation needs to properly handle the floor plan, the materials and the
thickness of the walls, and the multi-path effect. A network designer needs to carefully select these
parameter values for the accurate throughput estimation for a WLAN MIMO/SISO link in a real
environment.
Furthermore, the concurrent communication between multiple hosts and a single AP, which
often appears in a practical network, offers different the throughput features from the single com-
munication between a single host and an AP. In this case, the packet collisions due to the inter-
ferences increase with the number of concurrent communicating hosts per AP [17]. Besides, the
hosts with the stronger RSS may occupy the frequency channel for a long time, which causes the
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unfairness among the hosts. This effect of the concurrent communication must be also considered
in the throughput estimation.
4.2 Experiment Setups
In this section, we describe the experimental setup for throughput measurements including the
network fields, adopted devices, and software tools.
4.2.1 Devices and Software Tools
The measurements were conducted using one PC for the server and six laptop PCs for the user
hosts. Among six PCs, only one can use 2×2 MIMO for the IEEE 802.11n network interface card
(NICs), while others can use 1 × 1 SISO. The AP supports IEEE 802.11n at 2.4GHz. The server
PC is connected to the AP via the 1Gbps wired (Ethernet) link, and the host PC is associated with
the AP via a wireless (Wi-Fi) connection. In the measurements, we adopt following two types of
APs:
• Commercial dedicated AP: NEC WG2600HP [62]: This AP accepts up to 3 × 3 MIMO
with four internal antennas. It supports the maximum transmission rate (standard value) of
300Mbps with the two-streams or 150Mbps with one stream using the 40MHz channel and
the 400ns GI mode. Therefore, the maximum transmission rate for the link between this AP
and a host is 300Mbps or 150Mbps.
• Software AP : Broadcom BCM2837 Raspberry Pi3 [70]: This AP is configured as a IEEE
802.11b/g/n software AP [23] using hostapd. It uses Raspbian OS for the operating system
and the in-built (NIC) with 1 × 1 internal antenna supporting IEEE 802.11n. In addition,
2 × 2 MIMO USB adapters are adopted for Raspberry Pi3.
iperf 2.05 [71] software is used to measure the throughput by generating 50s transmission
control protocol (TCP) traffics with the 477KB TCPwindow size and the 8KB buffer size. Besides,
Homedale [72] network monitoring tool is used at the host PC to measure the RSS from the AP.
Before measurements, first, all the unessential startup programs are disabled in the operating
system and the configuration of the network adapter is optimized by running the SG TCP opti-
mizer [73] tool. Then, the channel condition at 2.4GHz in our network field is checked by using
Homedale network monitoring tool. Then, the channel 11 (ch 9 + ch 13) is selected to form the
40MHz channel bonding for our measurements, which is the lowest interfered channel observed
in the network field. Figure 4.1 shows the measurement setup. Table 4.1 shows the specifications
of devices and software tools used for our measurements.
1 Gbps
Ethernet
APServer PC Client PC
IEEE 802.11n MIMO/SISO link, 40MHz
Wireless Link
Figure 4.1: Simple network configuration for measurement.
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Table 4.1: Devices and software in measurements.
server
PC
model Lesance W255HU
CPU Intel(R) Core i5 2450M (2.50 GHz)
network adapter JMicron JMC250 Gigabit Ethernet
OS Windows 7
MIMO
host
PC
model Lenovo ThinkPad E560 20EVCTo1
CPU Intel(R) Core i5-3317U (2.3GHz)
# of antennas 2
wireless adapter Intel(R) Dual Band Wireless-AC 8260
OS Windows 10
SISO
host
PC
model Ultrabook Lesance NB S344/L
CPU Intel(R) Core i5-3317U (1.7GHz)
# of antennas 1
wireless adapter Qualcomm Atheros AR9285
OS Windows 7
Commercial
AP
model NEC WG2600HP
Operating mode IEEE802.11n (MIMO)
# of antennas 4
Channel width 40MHz
Software AP
model Broadcom BCM2837 Raspberry Pi (1.2GHz)
Operating mode IEEE802.11n (SISO/MIMO)
# of antennas 1 (built-in NIC adapter), 2 (USB MIMO adapter)
Channel width 20MHz/40MHz
Software
and
Protocol
iperf 2.05 Throughput measurement [71]
Homedale RSS measurement [72]
SG TCP optimizer To tune and optimize network adapters [73]
It is noted that all the experiments are conducted on weekends to reduce the interferences from
other APs in the same environment. The experiment under each condition was repeated five times
to take the average of the measured throughputs.
4.2.2 Network Fields
The three network fields in Figure 4.2 are adopted in our experiments. The triangle represents
the AP location, and the rectangle does the host location. The field#1 represents the outdoor
environment, which is actually the river bed of Asahi River in Okayama city, where almost no
interfering signal was observed. The field#2 and the field#3 are situated in the indoor environments.
The field#2 represents the 3rd floor of Engineering Building#2 and the field#3 does the 2nd floor of
Graduate School Building in Okayama University, Japan. Each room in these fields is surrounded
by walls with different thickness and materials. In the indoor environments, two different scenarios
are considered, namely the line-of-sight (LoS) scenario at the corridor, and the non-line-of-sight
(NLoS) scenario at several rooms. In these network fields, various experiments are conducted
by considering 1) a single host communication with the AP at a time, and 2) concurrent host
communications by multiple hosts with an AP.
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TCP traffic
Variable link distance (d)
(a) Outdoor network field#1.
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(b) Indoor network field#2 (for NLoS Scenario).
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(c) Indoor network field#2 (for LoS Scenario).
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(d) Indoor network field#3.
Figure 4.2: Three network fields.
4.3 Results for Commercial AP
In this section, we show the measurement results of the RSS and the throughput, and also the
estimated throughput by the throughput estimation model [14], when a single IEEE 802.11n MI-
MO/SISO PC for the user host is communicating with the commercial dedicated AP in the outdoor
and indoor environments.
4.3.1 Results in Outdoor Environment
First, we show the evaluation results in the field#1 for the outdoor environment.
1. Measurement Results in Outdoor: Figure 4.4 shows the RSS and throughput measurement
results for the 2 × 2 MIMO link and the 1 × 1 SISO link in the field#1, when the distance
between the AP and the host increases from 0m to 170m with the 5m interval in the LoS
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Figure 4.3: Position of host in outdoor network field (field#1).
scenario. Figure 4.3 (source from Google, maps.google.com) shows the position of the host
from 0m to until 170m in the river bed of Ashai river, Okayama city.
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(a) Distance vs. RSS.
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Figure 4.4: Measurement results for 2 × 2 MIMO and SISO links.
From Figure 4.4, it is observed that the throughput gradually decreases as the distance
increases, since the RSS declines and the slower modulation and coding scheme (MCS)
is adopted. The lower RSS implies the poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver,
and causes the higher errors. The throughput measurement results are stepwise due to the
changes of adopted MCS with the distance.
It is also observed that the usable range of 2 × 2 MIMO link is higher than the SISO link,
and the maximum (peak) throughput becomes around doubled compared to that of the SISO
link with the single antenna. The multiple antennas in the MIMO link provides the better
link quality and the higher reliability for the link between the transmitter and the receiver.
2. Estimation Model Parameters: Then, the values of the model parameters are tuned by the
parameter optimization tool using the measurement data. Table 4.2 shows the parameter
values for the 2 × 2 MIMO link and the 1 × 1 SISO link in the outdoor environment found
by the tool. Figure 4.5a shows the change of RSS with respect to the distance for the 2 × 2
MIMO link in the field#1. Figure 4.5b does the relationship between the measured RSS and
the throughput. From Figure 4.5a, P1 = −20.3 and α = 2.85 are derived. From Figure 4.5b,
a = 205, b = 49.0, and c = 4.8 are derived for the MIMO link.
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Similarly, from Figure 4.6a and 4.6b, we derived P1 = −22.5, α = 3.10, a = 105, b = 43.8,
and c = 5.2 for SISO link. They are well coincident with the results in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Parameter values with NEC AP for field#1.
parameter P1 α a b c
MIMO -20.3 2.85 205 49.0 4.8
SISO -22.5 3.10 105 43.8 5.2
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(a) RSS estimation.
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Figure 4.5: RSS and throughput estimation for 2 × 2 MIMO link in field#1.
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(a) RSS estimation.
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(b) Sigmoid curve for SISO links.
Figure 4.6: RSS and throughput estimation for SISO link in field#1.
3. Estimation results in outdoor: For 2 × 2 MIMO, and 1 × 1 SISO links, Figure 4.7 shows
the throughput estimation results in the field#1 by the throughput estimation model when the
distance between the AP and the host is changed from 0m to 170m with the 5m interval. It is
noticed that the estimated throughputs are very similar to the measured ones. The throughput
estimation results by our model are continuous because it adopts the continuous functions.
On the other hand, the throughput results by measurement are stepwise due to the changes
of MCS.
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Figure 4.7: Throughput results in field#1.
Table 4.3 shows the average (avg), maximum (max), minimum (min), and standard deviation
(STD) of the throughput estimation errors with respect to the measurement results. These
results indicate that our model can give similar throughput estimation results with small
errors from the measurement ones.
Table 4.3: Throughput estimation error (Mbps) with NEC AP in field#1.
802.11n links avg max min STD
MIMO 7.27 27.13 0.06 6.73
SISO 3.91 13.19 0.13 2.97
4.3.2 Results in Indoor Environment
Next, we show the throughput results by measurements, and the model in the field#2 and field#3
for the indoor environments. Two types of scenarios are considered here: the line-of-sight (LoS)
scenario at the corridor and the NLoS scenario at different host locations in different rooms.
4.3.2.1 Results at Different Hosts Location
A singleMIMO/SISO PC is placed at different host locations in Figure 4.2(b) and 4.2(d) to commu-
nicate with the NEC AP. It is noted that these AP locations are always fixed and the measurement
locations at the host PC can receive the signal from the AP.
• Measurement Results: In this experiment, we measured the throughput (Mbps) and the RSS
(dBm) for the 2×2 MIMO link and the 1×1 link, when a single host is placed at 14 different
host locations in the field#2 and 16 locations in the field#3 as in Figure 4.2(b) and 4.2(d)
respectively. Figure 4.8 shows the change of the throughput results with the different host
locations for AP1 in the field#2 and field#3. The RSS drops due to the signal attenuations
by different types of walls, by the distance between the AP and the host, and the multi-path
effect.
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(a) Results for AP1 in field#2.
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(b) Results for AP1 in field#3.
Figure 4.8: Throughput measurement results for 2 × 2 MIMO and SISO links in indoor fields.
(a) Outdoor channel condition in field#1. (b) Indoor channel condition in field#2.
Figure 4.9: Observed channel conditions at 2.4 GHz by Homedale network monitoring tool.
• Model Parameters: Based on the measurement data in the field#2 and field#3, the values of
several parameters namely, P1, α, Wk and Wdi f in Eq. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and a, b, and c in
Eq. (3.4) for the throughput estimation model for the IEEE 802.11n SISO link and the 2 × 2
MIMO link, are optimized by applying the tool. To model complex layouts of several rooms
in the field#2 and field#3, the signal attenuation factor Wk is considered for each of the six
different walls. They include the corridor wall (W1), the partition wall (W2), the intervening
wall (W3), the glass wall (W4), the elevator wall (W5), and the door wall (W6). Table 4.4
shows the optimized parameter values of the throughput estimation model for the field#2 and
field#3.
Table 4.4: Parameter values with NEC AP for field#2 and field#3.
network 802.11n P1 α W1 W2 W3 W5 W6 Wdi f a b c
fields links
field#2
MIMO -34.0 2.39 7 8 7 2.0 4.7 1.9 190 47 6.5
SISO -35.9 2.10 7 7 8 2.9 2.0 2.0 90 55 8.0
field#2
MIMO -35.2 2.00 7 5 - - 2.0 1.0 195 40 6.5
SISO -34.0 2.04 11 5 - - 2.6 2.0 98 40 7.7
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Figure 4.10 suggests that the sigmoid curve for the throughput estimation model with 2 × 2
MIMO link in the field#2, can represent the relationship between the measured RSS and the
throughput for the link between the AP and the 2 × 2 MIMO host in the field#2.
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Figure 4.10: Sigmoid curve for 2 × 2 MIMO link in indoor field#2.
• Estimation results: Figure 4.11 shows the throughput estimation results in the field#2 and
field#3 when one host is located at each location in Figures 4.2 (b) and 4.2 (d) respectively.
Table 4.5 summarizes the throughput estimation error for the six AP locations in Figure 4.2
(b) and the five AP locations in Figure 4.2 (d) respectively. The estimation error becomes
larger than that in the outdoor field, and the accuracy is different depending on the APs or
hosts. Especially, the results for some host locations are worse than the others. This reason
may come from the insufficiency of modeling the multipath effect in signal propagations and
signal attenuations by obstacles in the indoor environment. In addition, during the experi-
ment, some non-target active APs can be observed within usable RSS in the indoor network
field as shown in Figures 4.9b, which may cause unwanted interferences for some host loca-
tions and result in large estimation errors. This is the truly hard problem. In literature, it has
been reported that many simulators do not succeed in accurately modeling them.
Table 4.5: Throughput estimation error (Mbps) with NEC AP in field#2 and field#3.
field#2 field#3
AP
ID
802.11n
links
avg. max. min. STD avg. max. min. STD
AP1
SISO 5.7 14.1 0.01 4.4 8.6 19.5 1.9 4.6
MIMO 12.5 25.7 0.3 7.8 10.2 16.1 0.4 4.4
AP2
SISO 8.1 19.3 0.9 6.0 5.3 18.8 0.7 5.2
MIMO 14.9 41.6 4.1 10.9 3.6 15.8 0.1 4.2
AP3
SISO 7.2 21.2 1.4 7.4 4.9 12.0 0.1 3.4
MIMO 9.1 24.2 0.5 7.0 5.9 10.7 0.1 3.4
AP4
SISO 9.6 24.9 0.5 7.7 4.9 12.3 0.2 3.4
MIMO 9.1 18.2 0.3 5.7 9.6 29.3 0.4 8.9
AP5
SISO 11.7 24.7 0.03 7.8 7.5 19.8 0.2 6.8
MIMO 8.4 31.1 0.3 9.1 9.7 21.6 0.5 6.9
AP6
SISO 9.4 21.5 0.04 6.3 - - - -
MIMO 6.1 20.2 0.7 6.1 - - - -
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(a) Results for AP1 in field#2.
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(b) Results for AP6 in field#2.
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(c) Results for AP1 in field#3.
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(d) Results for AP4 in field#3.
Figure 4.11: Estimation results in indoor fields.
4.3.2.2 Results at Different Distances in Corridor
Here, the AP is placed at the right corner of the corridor (AP1) in the field#2 in such a way that all
the measurement locations for the host PC are capable to achieve the LoS scenario from the AP.
Seven hosts locations are considered for this scenario where a single 2 × 2 MIMO host or a SISO
host generates TCP traffics to the NEC AP, where the link distance between the host and the AP
increases from 0m to 30m with a separation of 5m from each other as shown in Figure 4.2(c).
• Measurement Results: First, we present the throughput and RSS measurement results while
varying the distance between the AP and the host from 0m to 30m with the 5m interval in
the corridor. The AP is located at the 135cm height and the MIMO/SISO host is at the 70cm
height from the 3rd-floor ground. Figure 4.12 shows the results.
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(a) RSS results in field#2.
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(b) Throughput results in field#2.
Figure 4.12: Throughput measurement results for different distances at corridor in field#2.
In this case, the corridor area acts as a tunnel or waveguide [74] where the wireless signal
can propagate without a big loss. As a result, the throughput is not decreased so much as the
distance increases, and the throughput performance of the MIMO link is always higher than
that of the SISO link. At the distance of 30m at the corridor, the throughput is little increased
due to the multipath effect.
• Estimation results: Then, the values of model parameters are optimized with the measure-
ment data by the tool. Table 4.6 shows the parameter values for the 2 × 2 MIMO link and
the 1 × 1 SISO link in the corridor found by the tool.
Table 4.6: Parameter values with NEC AP for corridor in field#2.
parameter P1 α a b c
MIMO -27.0 2.32 186 41.3 8.0
SISO -33.1 2.13 96 54.5 9.0
Figure 4.13 shows the throughput estimation results when the host is located at the seven
locations in the corridor. The estimated throughput by the throughput estimation model is
very similar to the measured one.
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Figure 4.13: Throughput estimation results at corridor in field#2.
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Table 4.7 shows the average (avg), maximum (max), minimum (min), and standard deviation
(STD) of the throughput estimation errors at the corridor. These results indicate that our
model can give the similar estimation results with small errors from the measurement ones.
Table 4.7: Throughput estimation error (Mbps) with NEC AP at corridor in field#2.
802.11n links avg max min STD
MIMO 3.76 6.90 1.17 2.17
SISO 3.54 10.05 0.74 3.03
4.4 Results for Raspberry Pi AP
In this section, we present the measurement and estimation results of the TCP throughput when
Raspberry Pi is configured as the software AP using hostapd daemon and the built-in NIC adapter.
In addition, various external wireless NIC adapters are also used for Raspberry Pi AP and their
performances are compared. It is noted that the Raspberry Pi internal WiFi module and its driver/-
firmware capable of MCS7 20MHz channel only [75] where external wireless NIC may useful to
support 40MHz.
4.4.1 Configuration of Raspberry Pi for Software AP
Here, the procedure of configuring Raspberry Pi 3 for the AP with the built-in NIC adapter is
briefly presented.
1) hostapd is installed onto Raspberry Pi to give the AP functions by using the command;
sudo apt-get install hostapd
2) hostapd is configured using the following steps:
i. The configuration file, hostapd.conf, is created inside the folder /etc/hostapd/ and is set
the necessary configuration options to create the wireless network.
ii. To start hostapd during the system booting, the absolute path of the configuration file
is set by editing inside the folder etc/default/hostapd/ as
DAEMON_CONF="/etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf"
Likewise, run sudo nano etc/init.d/hostapd/ and find the line DAEMON CONF= and
change it to
DAEMON_CONF=/etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf
3) The wireless connection of Raspberry Pi is set up to be static by editing the "/etc/network/
interfaces" file and add the static IP address information.
4) The DHCP server is installed to allow theWi-Fi connection to automatically get the dynamic
IP address and DNS etc. by using the command:
sudo apt-get install isc-dhcp-server
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5) The DHCP server is configured using following steps:
i. dhcpd.conf file inside the folder /etc/dhcp/ is edited, and the necessary configuration
options are set.
ii. The wireless adapter as default for the DHCP request is made by editing the /etc/default/isc-
dhcp-server file as
INTERFACE="wlan0"
6) Finally, Network Address Translator (NAT) is configured by editing the /etc/sysctl.conf file to
enable the IP forwarding. This allows multiple hosts can connect to the AP and have all the
data ’tunneled’ through the single Ethernet IP.
4.4.2 Results in Outdoor Environments
The throughput estimation results are presented when a single host communicates with the Rasp-
berry Pi AP using its built-in NIC having 1 × 1 antenna. First, we increase the distance between
them from 0m to 125m alone the LoS scenario with the 5m interval, and measure the throughput at
each disntance. Then, the parameters values for the throughput estimation model are tuned using
the measured data by the tool. The estimation model parameters value are shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Parameter values with Raspberry Pi AP for field#1.
parameter P1 α a b c
Raspberry Pi AP (In-built NIC) -29.3 2.95 46.0 44.7 6.8
Figure 4.14 shows the throughput measurement results and the estimated ones by the estimation
model in field#1.
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Figure 4.14: Throughput results in field#1.
It is observed that the estimated throughputs are very similar to the measured ones. The perfor-
mance gradually decreases as the distance increases between the AP and the host. The throughput
results by measurements are stepwise due to the changes of MCS with distance. However, the
throughput estimation results by our model are continuous, because it adopts the continuous func-
tions. It is also realized that the peak throughput of Raspberry Pi AP with built-in NIC is around
one-half of that for NEC AP with the 1 × 1 SISO link. In addition, the usable range is also lower
than the NEC AP.
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Table 4.9 shows the average, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of the throughput
estimation error with respect to the measurement results. These results indicate that our model can
give the similar throughput estimation results with small errors to the measurement ones.
Table 4.9: Throughput estimation error (Mbps) with Raspberry Pi in field#1.
802.11n links avg max min STD
Raspberry Pi AP (In-built NIC) 1.54 5.75 0.03 1.53
4.4.3 Results in Indoor Environments
Then, the RSS and throughput measurement results are shown in Figure 4.15 with the estimated
results by the estimation model when a single host is placed at 14 different host locations in the
field#2 and communicates with the Raspberry Pi AP (built-in NIC).
Table 4.10: Parameter values with Raspberry Pi AP for field#2.
P1 α W1 W2 W3 W5 W6 Wdi f a b c
Buiti-in Pi -30.6 2.41 10 7 5 2.5 2 2.6 40 56.6 8.5
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(a) Results for AP2 in field#2.
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(b) Results for AP4 in field#2.
Figure 4.15: Throughput estimation results for Raspberry Pi AP (built-in NIC) in field#2.
Table 4.11 summarizes the throughput estimation errors for the five AP locations in Figure 4.2
(b). The estimation error becomes larger than that in the outdoor field. Particularly, the results for
some host locations are little worse. The reason may come from the insufficiency of modeling the
multipath effect in the signal propagations and the signal attenuations by obstacles in the indoor
environment.
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Table 4.11: Throughput estimation error (Mbps) with Raspberry Pi AP in indoor field#2
field#2
AP avg. max. min. STD
AP1 4.50 9.87 0.03 3.15
AP2 4.11 12.22 0.05 2.99
AP3 4.24 9.39 0.73 2.32
AP4 4.62 10.31 0.83 2.69
AP5 4.00 12.06 0.02 3.70
4.4.4 Comparisons between Different USB Adapters
Currently, several external (USB) wireless NIC adapters from different vendors are available to
improve the throughput performance of Raspberry Pi AP. TP-Link, Buffalo, NEC, and IO-Data are
popular as the vendors. In this section, we conduct throughput and RSS measurements when the
Raspberry Pi AP adopts five different wireless NICs (one in-built adapter, four 2 × 2 MIMO USB
adapters), and compare their performance differences in the field#2. The AP is always fixed at the
AP1 location in Figure 4.2 (b) and 4.2 (c).
• Performance Results at Corridor:
First, the RSS and throughput are measured when a single 2 × 2 MIMO host communicates
with the Raspberry Pi AP in the LOS scenario at the corridor in Figure 4.2 (c). The distance
between them increases from 1m to 30m with the 5m interval. In this scenario, the AP is
placed at the AP1 location in the field#2 in such a way that all the measurement locations
from the host are along LoS from the AP. The Raspberry Pi AP is fixed at 135cm height and
the 2 × 2 MIMO host is at 70cm height from the 3rd floor ground. Figure 4.16 shows the
measurement results.
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(b) Distance vs. throughput.
Figure 4.16: Performance results at different distances with different USB adapters.
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The throughput performance of the Raspberry Pi AP with a USB wireless NIC adapter is
always higher than that with the built-in wireless NIC. It is also observed that the total
throughput by the NEC USB adapter is largest among the USB adapters. Here, the corridor
is similar to a tunnel, and the wireless signal propagates without a big loss. As a result, the
throughput by any AP is not much decreased as the distance increases, and the throughput by
Raspberry Pi AP with NEC USB wireless adapter gives the best performance among them.
• Performance Results at Different Hosts Locations:
Then, the RSS and throughput are measured when a single 2 × 2 MIMO host is placed at
14 different host locations in the field#2 and communicates with the Raspberry Pi AP. In
this case, the measurement locations for the host are along NLOS from the AP. Figure 4.17
shows the measurement results. It is observed that the throughput variation occurs among
different host locations. In this case, the RSS drops due to the signal attenuation by different
types of walls.
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Figure 4.17: Performance results at different hosts location with different USB wireless NIC
adapters.
It is also observed that the total throughput by the Raspberry Pi AP with the IO-Data USB
wireless adapter is the largest among the external wireless adapters. The throughput by the
built-in wireless NIC is smallest.
4.5 Throughput Estimation for Concurrent Communication
In this section, we show throughput estimation results when multiple hosts are simultaneously
communicating with a single AP as more practical scenarios. First, we measure throughputs of the
hosts in the indoor environments. Then, based on throughput measurement results, we propose two
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modifications to the throughput estimation model [14] to improve the accuracy for the concurrent
communications of multiple hosts in WLAN. Finally, we verify the effectiveness of our proposal
in field#2 and field#3.
4.5.1 Experiment Setup
In the experiments, first, we adopt one AP, five SISO hosts and three rooms (A, B, C) in the field#2.
We considered two cases. In the one-room case, one AP is located at the center in room C where
all the hosts are uniformly located there. In the three-rooms case, the AP is located at the center in
the room B, one host is located at the center of room A and two hosts are symmetrically in rooms
B and C respectively. Figure 4.18 shows the experiment layout for the two cases, (a) one room,
and (b) three rooms, respectively. Then, we also conduct throughput measurements by using the
same topology when we adopt one 2 × 2 MIMO host among five hosts and rests are SISO hosts,
where the MIMO host is located either in room A, B, or C.
2
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(a) 1 room case
1
3
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Host
AP
(c) 3 rooms case
5
4
A B C
(b) 3 rooms case.
Figure 4.18: Experiment setup for two cases in field#2.
Experiments are conducted using six laptop PCs equipped with the IEEE 802.11n NICs, where
one PC is used for the server and five are for the hosts. One commercial AP NEC WG2600HP that
supports up to 3×3 MIMO is also used. Before experiments, we disable the unnecessary programs
from the PCs and run the SG TCP optimizer tool to tune and optimize network adapters. In our
experiments, five hosts are simultaneously generating TCP traffics to the AP and iperf 2.05 is used
to measure the throughput. Each measurement is repeated five times to take the average results.
4.5.2 Measurement Results
First, we show the throughput measurement results for both one-room and three-rooms case..
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4.5.2.1 Measurement Results for one-room case
Figure 4.19 shows the total throughput and individual host throughput measurement results when
5 SISO hosts are concurrently communicating with one AP. From Figure 4.19a, it is observed that
the total throughput decreases significantly with the number of concurrent communicating hosts
per AP, since the packet errors occur due to concurrent activation of multiple links which decrease
their transmission speed. From Figure 4.19b, it is also observed that the throughput of each host is
nearly similar although some small fluctuations occur due to the design of WiFi adapters and the
backoff mechanisms.
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Figure 4.19: Throughput results for one-room case in field#2.
4.5.2.2 Measurement Results for three rooms case
For three rooms case, the total throughput also declines with the number of concurrent communi-
cating hosts per AP as shown in Figure 4.20a. In this case, the throughput of same room hosts (H2,
H3) as the AP is much higher than expected. On the other hand, different room hosts (H1, H4, H5)
throughput is much lower than expected as in Figure 4.20b. Because, during concurrent communi-
cation, only closer host to the AP gets much higher transmission chance by stronger RSS and the
AP can still successfully receive a packet from the strongest RSS despite significant interference
from other hosts.
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Figure 4.20: Throughput results for three-rooms case in field#2.
Table 4.12 shows measured throughputs (Mbps) for the five hosts in two cases. It is noted that
when multiple hosts are concurrently communicating with one AP, their throughputs are often not
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fair. In the MAC protocol, the fragmentation burst is combined to increase the throughput by re-
ducing overheads in the backoff mechanism for contention resolutions [3]. As a result, some hosts
may occupy the frequency channel for a long time, which results in imbalanced throughput results
among the hosts. Therefore, the total throughput of the five hosts is evaluated in our experiments.
Table 4.12 also shows the total estimated throughput by the original model with theWIMNET sim-
ulator [28]. Unfortunately, it is found that the estimated throughput by the original model is not
proportional to the measured one.
Table 4.12: Throughput results (Mbps) for multiple links (only SISO) in field#2.
room measure- original hypothesis
case ment model 1) 2) 1) & 2)
(a) 78.84 85.74 75.79 - -
(b) 57.59 65.59 57.49 72.78 62.31
4.5.3 Model Modifications
To improve the accuracy of the throughput estimation model under concurrent communication of
multiple hosts, the following two hypotheses are considered:
• Hypothesis-1)
The contention resolution mechanism in the MAC protocol sometimes do not work properly
between two or more links communicating with the same AP due to the random backoff
time. This hypothesis can increase packet errors due to simultaneous activations of multiple
interfering links, which decreases their transmission speeds.
• Hypothesis-2)
The hosts closer to the AP can take more transmission chances than the farer hosts due
to the stronger RSS, the higher transmission speed, and the large TCP window size. This
hypothesis can increase the transmission speeds of the links with the closer hosts to the AP
than the expected ones among the multiple interfering links.
Then, we present two modifications to the throughput estimation model to reflect these hy-
potheses as follows:
1. The transmission speed or throughput of each link is modified by multiplying with a factor
from the one obtained by the sigmoid function s (Mbps) in the original model to reflect
Hypothesis-1), as in [17].
s =
a
1 + e−(
(Pd+120)−b
c )
∗ f (x) (4.1)
where f (x) represents the throughput reduction factor and x does the number of concurrent
communicating hosts per AP. The throughput reduction factor f (x) is derived by fitting it
with the measured data as:
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f (x) = 1 − 0.1 ∗ (x − 1)/4; f (5) = 0.9; (4.2)
Figure 4.21 confirms the accuracy of this reduction factor.
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Figure 4.21: Throughput estimation with reduction factor.
2. The transmission chance of the host in the same room as the AP is increased by a constant
factor over the host in the different room, to consider Hypothesis-2). As a result, the host
in the same room as the AP achieves the higher transmission speed than the expected one
by the throughput estimation model due to the large TCP window size, and the host in the
different room from the AP achieves the lower transmission speed.
In our model modification, we introduce the number of host replicas to reflect the difference
of transmission chances among the hosts. Let r jk be the number of host replicas. In this
thesis, it is derived from our measurement results as:
r jk =
7, for the host in the same room as the AP1, otherwise (4.3)
Figure 4.22 shows the idea of the host replicas in the second model modification.
A 
AP 
Host 
B C 
Figure 4.22: Host replicas for second model modification.
Then, the estimated average host throughput TH j for the jth AP is modified as:
TH j =
∑
r jk∑
k∈H j
r jk
s jk · f (|H j |)
(4.4)
where H j is the set of hosts associated with AP j and s jk is the throughput between AP j and hostk.
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4.5.4 Evaluation Results
Figure 4.23 shows the throughput estimation results in the field#2 by the modified throughput
estimation model, which are compared with the results by the original model. It is observed that
the total estimated throughput after the two modifications in Table 4.12 fits well with the measured
one in any case, and has the better accuracy than the original model.
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Figure 4.23: Evaluation results of the proposed model for SISO links in field#2.
Then, we evaluate our proposal when we adopt one MIMO and four SISO hosts using the same
topology as the previous one where the MIMO host is either in room A, B or C. Figure 4.24 shows
the throughput estimation results in the field#2 by the modified model and the original model,
which are compared with the measured results. It is observed that the total estimated throughput
after the two modifications in Table 4.13 fits well with the measured one in any case, and has the
better accuracy than the original model.
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Figure 4.24: Evaluation results of proposed model for MIMO and SISO links in field#2.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the throughput estimation model using a larger network
scenario, where one NEC AP and six hosts (one MIMO, and five SISO) are distributed in five
rooms (A, B, C, D, E) separated by walls with different types of walls in the field#3, as shown
in Figure 4.25a. Throughputs are estimated before and after applying the proposed modifications.
It is observed that the estimated throughput with the modified model fits well with the measured
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Table 4.13: Throughput results (Mbps) for multiple links (MIMO and SISO) in field#2.
room MIMO measure- original hypothesis
case host ment model 1) 2) 1) & 2)
(a) C 95.89 102.52 87.85 - -
(b) A 68.76 75.20 66.97 82.71 72.61
(b) B 91.29 71.26 63.92 99.93 88.79
(b) C 69.08 78.22 69.93 83.51 73.29
result in any case and also has the better accuracy than the original model as shown in Figure 4.25b
and Figure 4.25c.
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Figure 4.25: Evaluation results for proposed model for MIMO and SISO links in field#3.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we first presented the throughput and RSS measurement results for commercial
APs and software APs with IEEE 802.11n MIMO/SISO links under various conditions in indoor
and outdoor environments. The results show that the throughput and RSS are strongly affected
by the type of the AP or PC model, the link distance between the AP and the host, the AP and
host locations, and the network environment. Then, we investigated the accuracy of throughput
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estimation results by the throughput estimation model when a single host is communicating with
the AP at a time. The results indicate that our model can estimate the throughput with considerably
high accuracy with the small error from the measured results. We also verify that for throughput
estimation of MIMO link, same model but different parameter values are acceptable.
Next, we compared throughput performances among various wireless NIC adapters for the
Raspberry Pi AP.
Besides, we proposed two modifications to the throughput estimation model to improve the
estimation accuracy for concurrent communications when multiple hosts are simultaneously com-
municating with the same AP. The throughput estimation results in two network fields have verified
the effectiveness of the proposal.
In the next chapter, we will propose the MIMO host location optimization approach for the
active AP configuration algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Proposal of MIMO Host Location
Optimization Approach
In this chapter, we present the MIMO host location optimization approach as an extension of the
active AP configuration algorithm for the elastic WLAN system. First, we describe the background
of this proposal. Then, we formulate the MIMO host location optimization problem to design the
algorithm. Finally, we describe the procedure for the MIMO host location optimization algorithm
for the elastic WLAN system.
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we presented the review of the previous studies of the active AP configuration algo-
rithm for the elastic WLAN system. This algorithm can dynamically optimize the number of active
APs depending on traffic demands and network situations [11, 12]. The elastic WLAN system is
targeting the indoor network environment, which consists of several rooms for offices, laboratories,
or classrooms in a building, because WLANs are usually deployed there. WLAN users normally
use personal computers (PCs) to access the Internet at fixed positions where chairs and tables are
available, and access the Internet while sitting on chairs and putting their PCs on tables, because
PCs are much larger and heavier than smartphones, and often require the use of both hands. As a
result, the mobility of WLAN users is much lower than that of the cellular system users. In such
cases, the possible locations of the hosts can be determined by the locations of desks and chairs
and can be fixed.
In the current active AP configuration algorithm, it is assumed that each AP and host only
use IEEE 802.11n SISO (Single-Input-Single-Output) link for wireless communications under the
assumption of a single host communication with the AP at a time, althoughMIMO (Multiple-Input-
Multiple-Output) has become available as the faster communication technology among commercial
AP devices and PC models. MIMO can use multiple data streams by adopting multiple antennas.
Currently, in WLAN, nearly all the commercial APs can use MIMO, but only a subset of hosts
may use MIMO, because PCs with MIMO are more expensive than PCs with SISO. In this thesis,
a host that can use MIMO is called a MIMO host and a host that can only use SISO is called
a SISO host for convenience. To improve the network performance, it is important to find the
optimal locations of the limited MIMO hosts in the network field that can optimize the ability of
MIMO host communication. At the same time, the concurrent communication effect of multiple
hosts with a single AP is more realistic, which should be considered.
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As a practical application of this proposal, if the network manager can control the locations of
the hosts, he/she can assign the locations of the MIMO hosts by following the proposed algorithm
output. For example, a computer exercise room and a student laboratory in a university or a cyber-
cafe can be this case. If the network manager cannot control them, still, he/she can encourage the
MIMO host users to move to the locations that are specified by the algorithm output by showing
the instructions or giving some incentives such as discounts at the use of WLANs.
5.2 Motivation of MIMO host location optimization
In our preliminary throughput measurement using a small network scenario in Figure 5.1a with
one MIMO and four SISO hosts (where MIMO host is either in room A, B or C), we observe that
MIMO host in room B (same room as the AP) provides much higher throughput results than other
cases as shown in Figure 5.1b.
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Figure 5.1: Throughput results with one MIMO and four SISO links.
Therefore, the proper locations of MIMO host become important to optimize the performance
of the network by maximizing the potential ability of MIMO communication.
5.3 Proposal of MIMO host location optimization algorithm
In WLAN, it is common that hosts often join/leave to/from the network, and network conditions
can be changed in the long term. To deal with these practical situations, the active AP configuration
algorithm has been studied in the two phases. The algorithm for the first phase is designed to find
the initial setup of the whole network where the topology configuration of all the APs and hosts
in the network can be changed at the same time [9, 12]. It can be used for the design phase of the
network or for the reset phase of the topology. The algorithm for the second phase is designed to
find the optimal association of a joining host or the optimal re-associations of existing hosts due to
a leaving host from the network [76].
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In this chapter, we propose an extension of the active AP configuration algorithm for the first
phase to optimize the locations of the MIMO hosts in the network under concurrent communica-
tion, when all the DAPs use MIMO and a subset of hosts use MIMO. In this extension, the MIMO
host locations are optimized by exchanging the locations of randomly selected MIMO hosts with
those of randomly selected SISO hosts, if the swapping result can satisfy the constraints of the
network and improve the total throughput performance. This random host interchange will be
repeated by the given times.
5.3.1 Problem Formulation
The MIMO host location optimization problem for the extension of the active AP configuration
algorithm is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem:
1. Inputs:
• Number of hosts: H
• Number of APs: N
• Antenna type of each hosts: MIMO or S ISO
• Antenna type of each APs: MIMO
• AP ID: i = 1 to N
• Host ID: j = 1 to H
• Link speed of the ith AP to the jth host, si j (i = 1 to N, j = 1 to H) :, where the link
speed can be estimated by the throughput estimation model in [14, 24].
2. Outputs :
• Locations of MIMO hosts
• The set of active APs
• The set of the hosts associated with each active AP
3. Objectives :
• To minimize the number of active APs E1
• Holding the first objective, to maximize minimum host throughput among the active
APs E2.
The cost function E2 is defined as follows:
E2 = min
j
[
TH j
]
(5.1)
where TH j represents the average host throughput for the jth AP.
To consider the effect in concurrent communications, the estimated average host throughput
TH j for the jth AP is modified as:
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TH j =
∑
r jk∑
k∈H j
r jk
s jk . f (|H j |)
(5.2)
where H j is the set of hosts associated with AP j. r jk is the number of host replicas to consider
the transmission chance increase, where in the thesis, it is 7 for the host in the same room
as the AP, and 1 for other hosts. s jk is the throughput between AP j and hostk. f (x) is the
throughput reduction factor by the x number of concurrent communicating hosts with the
AP and is defined by:
f (x) = 1 − 0.1 ∗ (x − 1)/4. (5.3)
5.3.2 Algorithm Procedure
The following procedure describes the steps of the MIMO host location optimization algorithm.
1. Calculate the link speed or throughput for each possible pair of an AP and a host using the
throughput estimation model in [14, 24].
2. Derive the initial solution with the number of active APs (=E1) by the greedy algorithm, and
calculate the minimum average host throughput for the bottleneck AP (=E2) for the initial
solution.
3. Jointly optimize E1 and E2 by the local search method [68].
4. Repeat the following steps in L times for MIMO host location optimization:
(a) Select one SISO host and one MIMO host randomly.
(b) Calculate the new average host throughput by Eq. (5.2) and Enew2 by Eq. (5.1) when the
two hosts are swapped.
(c) When the two hosts are associated with different APs, accept this swap if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
i. new average host throughput for each AP ≥ G.
ii. sum of new average host throughputs for the two APs ≥ previous one.
iii. Enew2 ≥ the previous E2.
(d) Otherwise (associated with the same AP), accept this swap if the new average host
throughput ≥ the previous one.
(e) Repeat theMIMO host location optimization, if locations ofMIMO hosts are changed.
5. Apply the throughput fairness criterion when the total expected bandwidth exceeds Ba (avail-
able bandwidth).
6. Terminate the algorithm when either of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) The minimum host throughput constraint is satisfied.
(b) All the APs in the network are activated.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented theMIMO host location optimization extension to the active AP con-
figuration algorithm for the elastic WLAN system. First, we formulated the MIMO host location
optimization problem as a combinatorial optimization problem to design the algorithm. Then, we
described the procedure for the proposed extension. In the next chapter, we will evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the MIMO host location optimization approach through simulations and simple testbed
experiments.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation of MIMO Host Location
Optimization Approach
In this chapter, we evaluate the proposed MIMO host location optimization approach in the active
AP configuration algorithm through simulations using the WIMNET simulator [28] and simple
testbed experiments.
6.1 WIMNET Simulator
TheWIMNET simulator simulates least functions for wireless communications of hosts and access-
points (APs) that are required to estimate the data throughputs and delays of packet transmissions
in WLAN. It has originally been developed to evaluate a large-scaleWireless Internet-access Mesh
NETwork (WIMNET) [28] with reasonable CPU time on a conventional PC. It consists of multiple
APs that can form large WLANs and communicate through wireless links. In the WIMENT sim-
ulator, it has considered the use of smart antenna as a generalized technology of the IEEE 802.11n
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) link and the Adaptive Array Antenna (AAA) which can
improve the communication performance efficiently by realizing data streams activation with mul-
tiple antennas [78].
The WIMNET simulator needs to select several network field parameters such as the AP and
host locations, their associations, the existences of different types of wall obstacles, and the com-
munication channels, in order to model various networking scenarios. A sequence of functions
such as host movements, communication request arrivals, and wireless link activations are syn-
chronized by a single global clock called a time slot. Within an integral multiple of time slots, a
host or an AP can complete one-frame transmission and the acknowledge reception. A different
transmission rate can be realized by manipulating the time slot length and the number of time slots
for one link activation.
6.2 Network Environments
In this thesis, we consider the indoor network environment for evaluations of our proposal. This
environment consists of several rooms that can be used for offices, laboratories, or classrooms in
a building. It is noted that WLANs are usually deployed in a building. In such an environment,
WLAN users normally use personal computers (PCs) to access the Internet at fixed positions where
chairs and tables are available. They access the Internet while sitting on chairs and putting their
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PCs on tables, because PCs are much larger and heavier than smartphones, and often require the
use of both hands. As a result, the mobility of WLAN users is much lower than that of the cellular
system users. In such cases, the possible locations of the hosts can be determined by the locations
of desks and chairs and can be fixed.
6.3 Model Parameters
For simulations, the throughput estimation model in [14] was adopted to estimate the link speed
using the IEEE 802.11n SISO link with the 1×1 antenna and the MIMO link with the 2×2 antennas
for each pair of an AP and a host in each topology.
The two functions in the throughput estimation model have several parameters that are men-
tioned in Eq. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) which affect its estimation accuracy. These parameters
depend on the specifications of the link such as the number of spatial streams, the channel bond-
ing adoption, and the different types of wall obstacles (based on the material and thickness of
walls) along the transmission link between two nodes. In our simulations, three types of walls are
considered, namely, the corridor wall (W1), the partition wall (W2), and the door wall (W3). Ta-
ble 6.1 shows their values used in the simulations. They were obtained by applying the parameter
optimization tool to our measurement data [14, 21].
Table 6.1: Parameter values for throughput estimation model.
P1 α W1 W2 W3 Wdi f a b c
MIMO -34.0 2.39 7 8 4.7 1.9 190 47 6.5
SISO -35.9 2.0 7 8 2.0 2.0 90 55 8.0
6.4 Hardware and Software
Table 6.2 shows the hardware and software configurations of the PC used in our simulations to
evaluate the proposal.
Table 6.2: PC environment for simulation.
PC model Lesance W255 HU
processor Inter(R), Core(TM) i5-2450M (2.50 GHz)
memory (RAM) 4 GB
OS Ubuntu LTS 14.04, 32 bit
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6.5 Evaluation in Random Topology
As the first simulation instance, the random topology was adopted to evaluate the proposal in a
simple network field.
6.5.1 Network Topology
Figure 6.1 (a) illustrates this random topology that is composed of 30 hosts and 8 DAPs in
two 400m × 200m rooms. In this figure, the gray and white circles represent the active and non-
active DAPs, and the gray and white squares imply the MIMO and SISO hosts, respectively. 15
MIMO hosts are randomly selected from the 30 hosts with the 50% probability. The active DAPs
are selected by the active AP configuration algorithm whereG = 10Mbps and Ba =∞ are used for
the minimum host throughput constraint and the bandwidth limit constraint respectively. Figure 6.1
(b) does the topology after applying the proposed MIMO host location optimization.
Inactive AP Active AP MIMO Host SISO Host
(a) before MIMO host location optimization.
Inactive AP Active AP MIMO Host SISO Host
(b) after MIMO host location optimization.
Figure 6.1: Random topology for simulations.
6.5.2 Simulation Results
For the random topology, we investigated the change of the throughput performance when the
number of MIMO hosts increased. Table 6.3 and Figure 6.2 demonstrate the number of active APs
found by the active AP configuration algorithm, the total throughput of all the hosts before and
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after applying the MIMO host location optimization, and the required CPU time. In any case, the
proposal improves the total throughput by 5.96% with 3.50% CPU time increase, on average.
Table 6.3: Simulation results for the different number of MIMO hosts in random topology.
before optimization after optimization
MIMO # of total CPU total CPU
host active throughput time throughput time
rate APs (Mbps) (s) (Mbps) (s)
(%)
10 6 306.16 5.78 313.28 5.94
20 6 307.97 5.28 330.23 5.49
30 6 330.32 4.41 343.64 4.55
40 6 330.46 4.04 354.12 4.21
50 6 404.85 5.12 448.29 5.31
60 5 381.08 3.66 394.10 3.78
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Figure 6.2: Performance graphs for random topology.
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6.6 Evaluation in Regular Topology
As the second simulation instance, the regular topology was adopted to evaluate the proposal in a
complex network field with several rooms.
6.6.1 Network Topology
Figure 6.3 (a) illustrates the regular topology that has 40 hosts and 7 DAPs in six rooms with two
different sizes, 7m × 6m and 3.5m × 6m. 20 MIMO hosts are randomly selected from the 40 hosts
with the 50% probability, and G = 5Mbps and Ba = ∞ are used for the algorithm. Figure 6.3 (b)
does the topology after applying the MIMO host location optimization.
Room D301 Room D302 Room D303
Room D304 Room D305 Room D306
Inactive AP Active AP MIMO Host SISO Host
(a) before MIMO host location optimization.
Room D301 Room D302 Room D303
Room D304 Room D305 Room D306
Inactive AP Active AP MIMO Host SISO Host
(b) after MIMO host location optimization.
Figure 6.3: Regular topology for simulations.
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6.6.2 Simulation Results
For the regular topology, Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4 exhibit the simulation results when the number of
MIMO hosts increased in the network field. In any case, the proposal improves the total throughput
by 19.36% with 2.86% CPU time increase, on average.
Table 6.4: Simulation results for the different number of MIMO hosts in regular topology.
before optimization after optimization
MIMO # of total CPU total CPU
host active throughput time throughput time
rate APs (Mbps) (s) (Mbps) (s)
(%)
10 6 242.48 8.32 250.93 8.62
20 6 255.99 8.28 274.49 8.43
30 6 260.98 8.72 315.49 8.95
40 6 273.69 8.03 338.02 8.31
50 6 288.21 8.07 372.78 8.29
60 6 330.04 8.94 419.35 9.15
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6.7 Testbed Experiment Results
Then, a small testbed with one NEC commercial AP and five hosts (one MIMO, four SISO) in
three rooms (A, B, C) is considered as a real network environment, in Figure 6.5. The size of
room A is 3.5m × 6m and room B or C is 7m × 6m. The MIMO host is initially located in either
room. Throughputs are measured before and after applying the proposal when the five hosts are
concurrently communicating with the AP. They are compared with the simulation results. Table 6.5
shows that both measured and simulated throughputs are improved after the MIMO host location
optimization, which confirms the effectiveness of the proposal.
Figure 6.5: Testbed scenario.
Table 6.5: Throughput results.
initial simulations
before after
optimization optimization
MIMO measured total MIMO total
host throughput throughput host throughput
room (Mbps) (Mbps) room (Mbps)
A 68.77 72.61 B 88.72
B 91.29 88.78 B 88.72
C 69.08 73.29 B 88.72
6.8 Summary
In this chapter, first, we introduced the WIMNET simulator and the network environments for sim-
ulations and testbed experiments. Then, we showed the throughput estimation model parameters
for MIMO and SISO links, hardware, and software used for simulations. Finally, we evaluated
the proposal through simulations in two network topologies and simple testbed experiments. The
simulation and testbed experiment results confirm its effectiveness by improving the throughput
performance by the proposal. In the next chapter, we will conclude this thesis with some future
works.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we presented the studies of the throughput estimation model for IEEE 802.11n
MIMO and SISO links and the MIMO host location optimization approach as the extension of
the active AP configuration algorithm for the elastic WLAN system.
Firstly, we surveyed the IEEE 802.11 wireless network technologies related to this thesis, in-
cluding the overview of IEEE 802.11 WLAN, channel access modes in IEEE 802.11 MAC, and its
basic backoff mechanism, IEEE 802.11n/ac protocols, link speed change features, the commercial
AP, and the software AP using a Raspberry Pi device.
Secondly, we reviewed our previous studies related to this thesis, including the throughput
estimation model, the elastic WLAN system, and the active AP configuration algorithm.
Thirdly, we presented extensive measurement results of the received signal strength (RSS)
and the throughput under a variety of network conditions for use of the throughput estimation
of MIMO/SISO links in the MIMO host location optimization. They include commercial APs,
software APs with Raspberry Pi, MIMO PCs, SISO PCs, the single host communication, and the
concurrent communication of multiple hosts. The results show that RSS and the throughput are
strongly affected by the type of the AP, the link distance, and the network field environment. It
was observed that the estimated throughput by the throughput estimation model is very similar to
the measured result in any case for the single host communication.
Fourthly, we proposed two modifications of the throughput estimation model to improve the
estimation accuracy under the concurrent communication where multiple hosts are simultaneously
communicating with one AP. The effectiveness of them was verified by comparing the estimated
throughputs with the measured ones in two network fields.
Fifthly, we presented the MIMO host location optimization approach as the extension of the
active AP configuration algorithm for the elastic WLAN system. It repeats to exchange the location
of a randomly selected MIMO host with that of a randomly selected SISO host, if the result can
improve the total throughput performance.
Finally, we evaluated the effectiveness of the MIMO host location optimization approach
through simulations using the WIMNET simulator in two network topologies and testbed exper-
iments. The results confirmed the improvement of the throughput performance of the network
through comparisons between the outcomes before and after the application of the proposed ex-
tension. It was also confirmed that the increase of CPU time is small on average by this extension.
In future studies, we will study further improvements of the throughput estimation model, par-
ticularly for concurrent communications between multiple hosts and multiple APs, its evaluations
in different network fields, and applications to optimal WLAN designs. We will also study further
enhancements of the MIMO host location optimization under the dynamic environment with join-
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ing hosts and leaving hosts to/from the network, its implementation into the elastic WLAN system
testbed, and investigate the performance evaluations in various network scenarios.
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